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MIXING, TRANSPORT AND COMBUSTION IN SPRAYS 

G .  M .  FAETH 

The University o f  Michigan,  Ann Arbor,  M I  41803, U.S.A.  

Al~traet--Recent advances concerning analysis of sprays and drop/turbulence interactions are reviewed. 
Consideration is given to dilute sprays and related dilute dispersed flows, which contain well-defined 
dispersed-phase elements (e.g. spherical drops) and have dispersed-phase volume fractions less than 1%; 
and to the near-injector, dense spray region, having irregularly-shaped liquid elements and relatively-high 
liquid fractions. 

Early analysis of dilute sprays and other dispersed flows assumed either locally-homogeneous flow 
(LHF), implying infinitely-fast interphase transport rates, or deterministic separated flow (DSF) where 
finite interphase transport rates are considered, but interactions between dispersed-phase elements and 
turbulence are ignored. These limits are useful in some instances; however, recent evidence shows that both 
methods are deficient for quantitative estimates of the structure of most practical dispersed flows, including 
sprays. As a result, stochastic separated flow (SSF) methods have been developed, which treat both finite 
interphase transport rates and dispersed phase (drop)/turbulence interactions using random-walk com- 
putations for the dispersed phase. Evaluation of SSF methods for particle-laden jets; nonevaporating, 
evaporating and combusting sprays; and noncondensing and condensing bubbly jets has been encouraging, 
suggesting capabilities of current SSF methods to treat a variety of interphase processes. However, current 
methods are relatively ad hoc and many fundamental problems must still be resolved for dilute flows, e.g. 
effects of anisotropic turbulence, modification of continuous-phase turbulence properties by the dispersed 
phase (turbulence modulation), effects of turbulence on interphase transport rates, and drop shattering, 
among others. 

Dense sprays have received less attention and are poorly understood due to substantial theoretical and 
experimental difficulties, e.g. the idealization of spherical drops is not realistic, effects of liquid breakup and 
collisions are difficult to describe, spatial resolution is limited and the flow is opaque to optical diagnostics 
which have been helpful for studies of dilute sprays. Limited progress thus far, however, suggests that LHF 
analysis may provide a useful first-approximation of the structure and mixing properties of dense sprays 
near pressure-atomizing injectors. Since dense-spray processes fix initial conditions needed to rationally 
analyze dilute sprays, more research is this area is clearly warranted. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

acceleration of gravity 
empirical constant, Eq. (46) 
particle concentration 
drag coefficient 
parameters in turbulence model 
specific heat in constant pressure 
injector diameter 
particle diameter 
coefficient of mass diffusion, drop diameter (Figs 21 and 36) 
turbulence energy spectrum 
mixture fraction 
Lagrangian frequency function 
square of mixture fraction fluctuations 
particle mass flux 
enthalpy of vaporization 
turbulence kinetic energy 
wave number 
length of liquid core 
dissipation length scale 
Lagrangian length scale 
loading ratio 
total enthalpy rise of vaporization 
injector mass flow rate 
particle mass 
acceleration modulus 
number of particle groups 
number of particles per unit time in group i 
particle number flux 
drop collision rate, Eq. (51) 
forced-convection correction factor 
dimensionless frequency, Eq. (24) 
probability density function of mixture fraction 
Prandtl number 
radial distance 
Reynolds number 
deviation of dispersed-phase velocity, Eq. (25) 
Sauter mean diameter 
continuous-phase source term 
source term due to dispersed phase 
time 
drop breakup time, Eq. (49) 
eddy lifetime 
characteristic dispersed-phase response time 
temperature 
streamwise Lagrangian integral time scale 
macro time scale 
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wet-bulb temperature 
axial velocity 
component i of relative velocity 
radial velocity 
volume of computational cell j 
tangential velocity 
dispersed-to-continuous-phase mass ratio 
jet Weber number, Eq. (45) 
drop Weber number, Eq. (48) 
axial distance 
cross-stream distance 
mass fraction of species i 
particle number intensity, void fraction 
property-reference-state factor, Eq. (23) 
Kronecker delta 
correction for virtual mass force 
correction for Bassett-history force 
relative path length of particles in an eddy 
time of particle residence in an eddy 
rate of dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy 
rate of dissipation due to dispersed phase 
Kolmogorov microscale 
thermal conductivity, Eulerian microscale 
viscosity 
turbulent viscosity 
kinematic viscosity 
variable of integration, energy spectrum constant, mixture fraction 
density 
surface tension 
turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number 
generic property, fuel-equivalence ratio 
angular frequency of oscillation 
dispersed-phase spectral response functions 

Subscripts 
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centerline property 
liquid property 
evaporating fluid 
particle property 
reference state 
particle surface property 
injector exit condition 
ambient condition 

Superscripts 
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time-averaged mean and root-mean-square fluctuating quantity 
Favre-averaged mean and root-mean-square fluctuating quantity 
vector quantity 

I .  I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In spite of many practical applications, our under- 
standing of sprays is relatively limited, since interac- 
tions between phases must be resolved in addition to 
the ususal problems of analyzing turbulence. In spite 
of the difficulties, however, there has been progress in 
the field. This has led to the development of new 
theoretical methods for treating sprays and the availa- 
bility of measurements of flow structure to both 
evaluate analysis and to highlight features of  the flow. 
The objective of this paper is to review these findings 
and to suggest areas where additional research is 
needed. While the main interest of  this review is 
sprays, other dispersed flows (particle-laden jets, 
bubbly jets) are considered as well, since they offer 
simplified situations to test concepts useful for spray 
analysis. 

Aspects of sprays have been considered during 
several earlier reviews. Soo I presents a comprehensive 
treatment of  early work on dispersed flows and 
sprays. Particle-laden flows, which are closely related 
to sprays, are considered by Hinze, 2'3 Goldschmidt et  
al., 4 Peskin, 5 Marble 6 and Lumley. 7 Interphase 
transport properties of drops, emphasizing nontur-  
bulent effects, are considered by Faeth, s Clift et  al., 9 
Law l° and Sir ignano) 1 Finally, Bracco, 12'13 Chigier, ~4 
Crowe, 15 Faeth, ~6: Lefebvre, 18'19 Elkotb, 2° Drew 21 and 
Williams 22 review various aspects of spray structure 
and methods for analyzing sprays. The present paper 
is an extension of  Refs 16 and 17, discussing recent 
work on analysis of sprays and related dispersed 
flows, and the evaluation of analysis with measure- 
ments. 

Sprays and other dispersed flows are normally 
divided into dilute and dense flow regimes, ef. Faeth s 
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TABLE I. Summary of measurements used for evaluation* 

Reynolds Continuous 
Source: configuration Loading ratio number ~ phase 

Dispersed phase 

Diameter II Density 
Substance (pro) (kg/m 3) 

Hinze 3 : one-dimensional Single Theoretical 
flow, isotropic turbulence particles 

Snyder and Lumley 24 : Single 11,000 (grid) 
grid-generated turbulence in part icles  176,000 (channel) Air 
a duct 

Yuu et  al. 25 : round 0 .0008~0.004t  11,000-56,000 Air 
particle-laden jet 

McComb and Salih 2~'27 : Small* 5,000-15,000 Air 
round particle-laden jet 

Laats and Frishman28'29: 0.3-1.4' 66,000-137,000 Air 
round particle-laden jet 

Levy and Lockwood3°: 1.14 3.50* 20,000 Air 
round particle-laden jet 

Shuen et  a/.31: 0.20~0.66' 14,600-18.700 Air 
round particle-laden jet 

Solomon et  al.32"33: 1.78, 6.48* 30,000 Air 
round nonevaporating spray and 24,000 

Solomon et  al.34: 7.71, 15.8' 41,000 Air 
round evaporating spray and 36,000 

Shuen et  alflS: ultradilute 0.018~.036t 11,700 Methane 
round combusting spray flame 

Parthasarathy and Faeth36: 0, 0.54, 0.108' 8,530 Water 
round particle-laden jet 0, 0.024, 0.0485 

Sun and Faeth3738: 2.4-9.1 ~ 8,740-9,380 Water 
noncondensing bubbly 
round jet 

Sun et  a/.39: condensing 2.4, 4.8 ~ 8,740 Water Carbon 
bubbly round jet and 8,860 dioxide 

Theoretical 0 0 

Hollow glass 46 260 
Corn pollen 87 1,000 
Glass 87 2,500 
Copper 47 8,900 
Fly Ash 20 2,000 

Titanium dioxide 2 4,260 
Tungsten 6 19,300 
Corundum 17-80 4,022 

Sand 215 1,060 2,250 

Sand 79-207 2,620 

Vacuum 30, 87 878 
pump oil 
Freon- 11 31, 58 1,476 

Methanol 105, 180 792 

glass 500 2,450 

Air 1,000-1,200 1.14 

900 and 1.050 1.73 

*Round jets were injected into still media. 
*Mass flow rate of dispersed phase per unit mass flow rate of continuous phase. 
:Volume flow rate of dispersed phase/unit volume flow rate of continuous phase. 
§Reynolds number based on injector momentum and continuous-phase properties. 
llinitial SMD given for nonevaporating and evaporating sprays; rest were initially monodisperse. 

for estimates of the regions where these flows are 
observed in sprays. Both regimes are considered in 
this review, although dilute flows are emphasized 
since more attention has been devoted to them in the 
past. Dilute dispersed flows contain well-defined dis- 
persed-phase elements, e.g. spherical drops or 
bubbles, and have relatively small local dispersed- 
phase volume fractions (generally < 1%). As a result, 
taking a dilute spray as an example, drop collisions 
are infrequent and heat transfer, mass transfer and 
drag coefficients of individual drops are not directly 
influenced by adjacent drops, i.e. correlations of drop 
heat transfer, mass transfer and drag coefficients are 
independent of liquid volume fraction or drop 
spacing. 12'13 A dilute spray, however, does not corres- 
pond to the behavior of isolated drops in a known 
environment, since transport from the drops influen- 
ces the structure of the continuous phase, e.g. there is 
two-way coupling between the phases, 15 Our under- 
standing of dilute dispersed flows has developed 
rapidly during the last decade, due to the emergence 
of optical diagnostics and new methods for analyzing 
turbulence. Major unresolved issues for dilute 
dispersed flows involve dispersed-phase/turbulence 

interactions,, e.g. the turbulent dispersion of the 
dispersed phase, the modification of continuous- 
phase turbulence properties by the presence of the 
dispersed phase (called turbulence modulation by Al 
Taweel and Landau), 23 and the direct effect of tur- 
bulence on interphase transport rates. These issues 
will be emphasized in the present review. 

Dense dispersed flows are typified by the dense- 
spray region near the exit of an injector. This region 
involves the transition between an all-liquid flow in a 
passage and the dilute dispersion of drops which 
marks the start of the dilute-spray region. Thus, large 
liquid volume fractions are an important feature of 
dense sprays. Dense sprays are also characterized by 
irregularly-shaped, rather than spherical, liquid 
elements, e.g. ligaments and the long liquid core asso- 
ciated with pressure-atomized sprays, a2'~3 Other 
complex phenomena are important in dense sprays as 
well, e.g. collisions of liquid elements, effects of liquid 
volume fraction in interphase transport rates, and 
breakup of liquid elements. Finally, measurements 
are problematical in dense sprays, due to the need for 
high spatial resolution and the opacity of the flow to 
optical diagnostics. The limited information available 
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today concerning dense sprays will be discussed in the 
review, including suggestions for circumventing some 
of the difficulties. 

The paper begins with a description of common 
methods curently used to analyze dilute sprays. Sim- 
plified or baseline versions of these procedures are 
then used to interpret recent measurements of the 
structure of dilute sprays and related dispersed 
turbulent jets. The following flows are considered: 
particle-laden homogeneous turbulent flows; particle- 
laden gas jets; nonevaporating, evaporating, and 
combusting sprays; particle-laden liquid jets; and 
noncondensing and condensing bubbly jets. The 
actual data base to be considered is summarized in 
Table 1. The comparison between the predictions and 
the measurements also serves as an initial evaluation 
of these baseline analyses for a wide range of 
conditions. Work undertaken by the author and his 
associates is emphasized, since it provides a common 
basis of analytical and experimental methods for all 
these flows. Next, some general findings concerning 
dispersed-phase/turbulence interactions are con- 
sidered, to provide background to help interpret 
aspects of dilute dispersed flows. Several recent alter- 
native methods that have been proposed to treat 
dilute dispersed flows are then discussed. The paper 
concludes with a consideration of dense sprays, where 
existing information is far more limited. 

2. ANALYSIS OF DILUTE DISPERSED FLOWS 

2.1. Formulat ion 

In order to provide perspective for the analytical 
methods considered in this review, various formula- 
tions used for dilute dispersed flows will be briefly 
considered in the following. Additional discussion of 
theoretical methods employed for these flows is 
provided by Soo, ~ Peskin, 5 Marble, 6 Bracco, ~2'~3 
Crowe, ~4 Faeth, ~6'17 Elkotb, 2° Drew 2~ and WilliamsY 
and references cited therein. 

Virtually every analysis used to treat dilute 
dispersed flows has unique features; however, some 
general categories can still be defined. 13'15'17 First of 
all, the methods can be broadly separated into two 
categories which identify the approach used to treat 
interphase transport rates, as follows: (1) locally hom- 
ogeneous flow (LHF) analysis, where interphase 
transport rates are assumed to be infinitely fast; and 
(2) separated-flow analysis where finite interphase 
transport rates are considered. LHF analysis implies 
that the phases are in dynamic and thermodynamic 
equilibrium, i.e. at each point in the flow, all phases 
have the same velocity and temperature and are in 
phase equilbrium. This implies that dispersed flow 
processes are mixing controlled. LHF analysis only 
accurately represents dispersed flows whose disper- 
sed-phase elements are infinitely small; therefore, fun- 
damental errors are always present when LHF cal- 

culations are applied to practical systems. Neverthe- 
less, uncertainties in prescribing parameters for more 
complete analysis are frequently quite large and 
LHF analysis becomes a viable alternative. Major 
advantages of LHF analysis are as follows: relatively 
little information is required to specify initial 
conditions for computations, since initial dispersed- 
phase size and the velocity distributions play no role 
in the computations; the formulation is equivalent to 
a single-fluid analysis, which simplifies computations; 
and very complex flows, involving the appearance and 
disappearance of a variety of phases, can be handled 
with relative ease. 17 These features make the use of 
LHF analysis attractive in many instances, in spite of 
the crude treatment of interphase transport rates; 
therefore, LHF analysis is one of the methods that 
will be considered in the following. 

Separated-flow analysis has the potential to treat a 
broader class of dispersed flows, since effects of finite 
interphase transport rates are considered. Separated- 
flow models generally average over processes on 
scales comparable to the size of dispersed-phase 
elements, since resolving such phenomena would 
exceed practical limitations of computer storage and 
costs. Therefore, exchange processes between phases 
must be modeled independently, usually by 
employing empirical transport expressions. Separated 
flow-analyses invariably treat the continuous phase as 
continuous; however, both continuum and discrete 
formulations have been used for the dispersed phase. 
Two types of continuum formulations of the 
dispersed phase have been used. One involves treating 
both phases as interpenetrating continua, in conjun- 
ction with empirical interphase transport rates, 5'21 cf. 
Drew, 2j Gany et al, 4° and Harlow and Amsden 41 for 
early examples. Several recent analyses using this for- 
mulation will be considered in Section 5.2. An alter- 
native is to describe dispersed-phase properties by a 
continuous distribution function, defined at all 
positions in the flow field, as described by Williams. 22 
Both methods are convenient for isothermal mon- 
odisperse flows; however, the number of phases that 
must be considered, or the dimensions of the statisti- 
cal distribution function, become awkwardly large for 
polydisperse flows involving both heat and mass 
transfer. ~7 Furthermore, methods used to treat 
dispersed phase/turbulence interactions with these 
analyses have not been evaluated to a great extent. 
Therefore, present considerations will be limited to 
discrete formulations of the dispersed phase (discrete 
element formulations) since they overcome these dif- 
ficulties-returning to the interpenetrating continuum 
methods in Section 5.2. 

The discrete-element formulation involves dividing 
the dispersed phase into representative groups 
(samples), whose motion and transport are tracked 
through the flow field using a Lagrangian formula- 
tion. A Eulerian formulation is used to solve the 
governing equations for the continuous phase, similar 
to the solution of the flow equations for LFH caleula- 

JPECS 13/4 - D 
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tions. However, separated-flow analysis also involves 
inclusion of  source terms due to finite-rate transport 
from the dispersed phase in the governing equations 
for the continuous phase. There are two formulations 
of this type, as follows: (1) deterministic separated- 
flow (DSF) analysis, where finite interphase transport 
rates are considered, but dispersed-phase/turbulence 
interactions are ignored; and (2) stochastic separated- 
flow (SSF) analysis, where both finite interphase 
transport rates and effects of dispersed-phase/ 
turbulence interactions are considered using random- 
walk computations for the motion and transport of 
the dispersed phase. DSF analysis has been the most 
popular approach used to treat dispersed flows in the 
past, particularly for sprays. 17 SSF analysis, however, 
is also of interest, since it provides a convenient 
formalism to consider dispersed-phase/turbulence in- 
teractions. Therefore, both methods will be con- 
sidered in the following. 

To recapitulate, three types of analysis of dilute 
dispersed flow will be examined, as follows: (1) LHF 
analysis, where interphase transport rates are 
assumed to be infinitely fast; (2) DSF analysis, where 
finite interphase transport rates are considered but 
dispersed-phase/turbulence interactions are ignored; 
and (3) SSF analysis, where both finite interphase 
transport rates and dispersed-phase/turbulence in- 
teractions are considered using random walk com- 
putations for the dispersed phase. The three methods 
provide a convenient way of highlighting effects of 
mixing (LHF analysis), finite interphase transport 
rates (DSF analysis), and dispersed-phase/turbulence 
interactions (SSF analysis), at least within the limita- 
tions inherent in the current state of the development 
of these methods. 

2.2. Analys i s  o f  Turbulence  

Subsequent development of the analysis is specific 
to the flows to be considered (summarized in Table 1). 
The formulation was developed using three general 
guidelines, as follows: (1) the methodology should be 
sufficiently general to accommodate the flows listed in 
Table 1 within a single formalism, e.g. the approach 
should be capable of dealing with flows as disparate as 
particle-laden jets and combusting sprays; (2) the for- 
mulations should be baseline analyses, designed to 
highlight features of specific importance for sprays 
and related dispersed flows, while minimizing empiri- 
cism as much as possible; and (3) the methods must be 
computationally tractable, yielding grid-independent, 
numerically-closed results with acceptable computa- 
tion costs. 

The continuous phase is invariably turbulent for 
practial sprays and other dispersed flows. Consistent 
with the objectives of the present analysis, turbulence 
properties of the continuous phase are modeled, while 
averaging over processes on the scale of dispersed- 
phase elements, as noted earlier. More exact 

numerical simulations of dispersed flows are 
beginning to appear which avoid the approximations 
and empiricism of turbulence models, cf. Peskin and 
Kau, 42 Moore and Davis, 43 and Davis et  al. 44 

However, these methods are currently limited to rela- 
tively simple, idealized problems due to limitations of 
computation time and costs; therefore, they do not 
offer a viable approach for most practical dispersed- 
flow problems or for evaluation using existing experi- 
mental results. 

Present computations employ a density-weighted 
(Favre)-averaged k - e - g  turbulence model, in conjun- 
ction with the conserved-scalar formalism for scalar 
properties. This tactic is convenient since the full 
range of processes summarized in Table 1 can be 
considered with a single methodology, while minimiz- 
ing empiricism. The turbulence modeling procedure 
originated with workers at Imperial College, cf. 
Lockwood and Naguib 45 and references cited therein, 
with subsequent development by Bilger 46'47 and Liew 
e t  al .  48'49 The use of Favre averages, rather than time 
(Reynolds) averages, is helpful for present purposes, 
since the formulation is simplified considerably for 
variable density flows: 6 

Improved methods of analyzing turbulence are 
being sought, and questions have been raised concern- 
ing the use of k-e models for round jet-like flows 
similar to those listed in Table 1.5° Nevertheless, the 
present formulation has been extensively evaluated 
for a variety of axisymmetric single-phase flows, 
yielding encouraging results with all empirical 
parameters kept constant. The evaluation has con- 
sidered constant and variable density jets, 51'52 with 
data for evaluation drawn from Wygnanski and 
Fiedler, 53 Becker et al., 54 Hetsroni and Sokolov:  5 
Birch et  al., 56 Chevray and Tutu, 57 Shearer et al. 58 and 
Mao et al. 59 The evaluation has also extended to 
gaseous jet diffusion flames in still air, burning the 
following fuels: hydrogen, 6° carbon monoxide, 6~ 
methane and natural gas, 5L62 propane 63 and 
ethylene. 64 

Several major assumptions of the continuous-phase 
analysis are appropriate for all the flows listed in 
Table 1. First of all, all the flows are axisymmetric and 
steady (in the mean) with no swirl. Next, the flows 
generally sastisfy the boundary layer approximations, 
which substantially reduces computation costs needed 
to obtain numerically accurate solutions. Mach 
numbers of all the flows are small, less than 0.1, 
therefore, mean kinetic energy can be neglected with 
little error. Flames which are considered are non- 
premixed. Effects of radiation are small for the flows 
listed in Table 1 and can be neglected. Radiation is 
most important for the combusting flow; however, 
even in this case, radiative losses are relatively small 
and the flames are optically thin; therefore, energy 
losses due to radiation could be treated as a perturba- 
tion of the adiabatic approximation:  ''62 Interactions 
between density fluctuations and pressure gradients, 
essentially buoyancy/turbulence interactions, were 
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ignored in the governing equations for turbulence 
quantities. This was done in the spirit of a baseline 
analysis, since including these effects substantially 
increases the complexity and empiricism of  the 
analysis. Past work has shown that effects of 
buoyancy/turbulence interactions are relatively small 
for present flows in any event. 62 

A final major assumption of the continuous-phase 
analysis is that the exchange coefficients of all species 
and heat are the same. This implies that all laminar 
and turbulent diffusivities are identical. This is reas- 
onable at high Reynolds numbers, typical of present 
test conditions, where laminar transport is small in 
comparison to turbulent transport. At low Reynolds 
numbers, however, differences between laminar dif- 
fusivities are frequently significant and other methods 
must be used; Bilger 65 proposes a perturbation 
technique for such conditions. Assuming equal 
exchange coefficients of all species and heat is also 
inappropriate for low Reynolds number flows when 
the LHF approximation is used, since the laminar 
diffusivities of even finely-divided dispersed phases 
are much smaller than those of gas molecules. 17 For- 
tunately, such circumstances are not often encoun- 
tered for practical sprays and other dispersed flows. 

Under these assumptions, the conserved-scalar 
formalism provides a convenient way to find scalar 
properties of the continuous phase, particularly if 
local thermodynamic equilibrium can be applied to 
the flow. This additional approximation implies that 
instantaneous scalar properties of the continuous 
phase are only a function of mixture fraction. Ex- 
pressions relating scalar properties to mixture fraction 
are called state relationships.~7 Methods for determin- 
ing state relationships are central to the development 
of the conserved-scalar formalism and are discussed 
in the next section. 

2.3. S t a t e  Relat ionships  

2.3.1. N o n c o m b u s t i n g  f l o w s  

Applications of the conserved-scalar formalism to 
dispersed flows have generally involved two-stream 
problems, e.g. mixing of an injected fluid with an 
ambient stream. In this case, a single conserved scalar 
is sufficient to fix all scalar properties. The mixture 
fraction (the fraction of mass at a point which origi- 
nated from the injector) is often chosen for this 
purpose. For  two-stream problems, computation of 
state relationships varies, depending on whether the 
flow is noncombusting or combusting and whether 
the analysis is based on the locally homogeneous flow 
or separated flow approximations. The different cir- 
cumstances will be briefly considered in the following. 

State relationships for concombusting flows can be 
found by simple adiabatic mixing computations 
under the assumption of  equal exchange coefficients 
of all species and heat, and negligible potential and 
kinetic energies and effects of radiation, cf. Faeth '7 for 
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the formulation of a number of  examples. Results are 
the same for LHF and separared-flow analysis for 
conditions of mixing where only the continuous phase 
is present. When both phases are present, the LHF 
approximation implies that the temperature is 
uniform throughout both phases, and that phase eq- 
uilibrium is maintained at the surface of the dispersed 
phase, for each mixture fraction. This allows straight- 
forward computation of all scalar properties as a 
function of mixture fraction to provide the state rela- 
tionships.17 

An example of state relationships for a noncom- 
busting flow, under the LHF approximation, is illu- 
strated in Fig. 1 from Shearer et  al. 58 These conditions 
involved air-atomizing injection of Freon-1 1 into still 
air at atmospheric pressure, with all flows initially at 
300K. Since thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed 
throughout the flow, adiabatic saturation of air and 
Freon-I 1 in the injector causes the flow leaving the 
injector to have a temperature below 300K. The mass 
fraction of  liquid Freon-11 decreases with decreasing 
mixture fraction, reaching zero at f ~ 0.3. At this 
point, the mass fraction of  Freon-11 vapor reaches a 
maximum while the temperature is a minimum. With 
continuing reduction off ,  the vapor mixture becomes 
more diluted in a straightforward manner, eventually 
reaching the properties of pure air at f = 0. Density 
is a relatively nonlinear function of  mixture fraction, 
due to the presence of liquid for f > 0.3, e.g. both 
liquid and gas contribute to the density under the 
LHF approximation. 

For  separated-flow calculations, state relationships 
are only relevant for the continuous phase. Solomon 
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et al. 34 point out that this introduces a conceptual 
problem for the conserved-scalar formalism when the 
flow involves energy exchange between the phases. 
For example, drops undergo some bulk heating or 
cooling as they pass through the flow for the Freon-11 
spray considered in Fig. l, causing direct energy losses 
or gains by the continuous phase. This implies that 
both total enthalpy and mixture fraction are needed 
to specify instantaneous scalar properties of the con- 
tinuous phase, which substantially complicates the 
continuous-phase analysis. In many instances, 
however, the sensible energy change of the bulk liquid 
is small in comparison to enthalpies of vaporization 
and combustion; therefore, this energy exchange can 
often be ignored with little error, retrieving the con- 
served-scalar formalism. 

The energy exchange problem of separated flow 
analysis can also be circumvented by using the thin- 
skin approximation for drop heatup.17'34 This implies 
that the bulk liquid remains at its initial condition, 
while only an infinitely-thin layer at the drop surface 
is heated (or cooled) during evaporation. This 
removes the energy exchange problem, since the ev- 
aporating substance always enters the continuous 

phase from the same thermal state; therefore, the 
properties of the continuous phase are once again 
fully defined by the mixture fraction. Sirignano and 
coworkers 11 have studied energy transport within 
drops, finding significant property variations within 
the drop througout most of its lifetime; therefore, the 
thin-skin approximation seems more appropriate 
than the more widely used uniform-drop-temperature 
approximation in any event s In highly-loaded flows, 
however, this energy transport within the dispersed 
phase is important and the conserved-scalar 
formalism must be extended to consider conservation 
of energy and the correlation between total enthalpy 
and mixture fraction--a substantial complication. 

2.3.2. Combusting f lows 

The present conserved-scalar formalism is limited 
to diffusion flame conditions for combusting flows. 
Early work found state relationships for combusting 
flows using procedures analogous to noncombusting 
flows,17 assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium at 
all mixture fractions. Thermodynamic equilibrium at 
all mixture fractions is satisfied for some reactants, 
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like hydrogen/air and carbon monoxide/air, except 
near regions of flame attachment. ~°'6~'66 The approach 
is also effective at fuel-lean conditions for hydrocar- 
bon fuels. However, there are substantial departures 
from thermodynamic equilibrium for hydrocarbons 
at fuel-rich conditions, due to effects of finite-rate 
chemistry associated with the decomposition of  the 
fuel and the formation and oxidation of soot. 

Bilger 47 and Liew et  alfl 8'49 have proposed the lami- 
nar-flamelet approximation to circumvent the 
problem of loss of thermodynamic equilibrium for 
hydrocarbons at fuel-rich conditions. They note that 
scalar properties in laminar flames (for wide ranges of 
length scales, residence times and levels of flame 
stretch) are nearly universal functions of mixture 
fraction, even though these functions depart from 
thermodynamic equilibrium estimates at fuel-rich 
conditions. Thus, correlations of measurements made 
in laminar flames are used for state relationships, 
viewing scalar properties in turbulent flames as the 
result of a succession of laminar flamelets passing a 
given position (or a wrinkled laminar flame fluctuat- 
ing within the flow). 

Results using the laminar flamelet technique have 

been encouraging for analysis of turbulent single- 
phase hydrocarbon diffusion flames. This inlcudes 
turbulent methane or natural gas, 5~ propane 48'63 and 
ethylene 64 flames burning in air. 

The laminar flamelet hypothesis has not been tested 
for combusting sprays; however, available informa- 
tion supports its user 7 During development of the 
laminar flamelet concept, Bilger 47 considered results 
for liquid n-heptane burning in air. This involved 
correlating scalar properties as a function of mixture 
fraction, based on measurements of Abdel-Khalik et 

al. 67 These measurements were obtained for laminar 
combustion around a porous sphere, continuously fed 
with liquid fuel (the boundary conditions of this flow 
are formally equivalent to the thin-skin approxima- 
tion). The resulting correlations are illustrated in Figs 
2 and 3. Tick marks on the data indicate positions of 
various radial traverses around the cylinder. Nearly 
universal correlations are found for major gas species 
(Fig. 2), at all positions around the cylinder, clearly 
supporting the laminar flamelet concept. There is 
greater scatter for the minor species (Fig. 3) suggest- 
ing some loss of universality; however, these depar- 
tures are relatively small in comparison to uncertain- 
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ties generally associated with predictions of the 
structure of  turbulent flames. 

State relationships like those of Figs 2 and 3 are 
sufficient for separated-flow analysis of liquid hydro- 
carbons under the thin-skin approximation of  drop 
heatup, e.g. the needed range of fuel-equivalence 
ratios is completely accessible from the experiment. 
However, LHF analysis using this data presents 
problems for the high mixture fraction regions, since 
mixture fractions are encountered which are difficult 
to simulate using stationary experiments. Examina- 
tion of measurements like those of Figs 2 and 3, 
however, shows that results at high mixture fractions 
only involve mixing, e.g. fuel breakdown occurs at 
mixture fractions relatively near the stoichiometric 
mixture fraction while properties at higher mixture 
fractions essentially result from quenched adiabatic 
mixing. Thus, once the properties of the quenched 
state are known, properties at higher mixture 
fractions can be found by adiabatic-mixing computa- 
tions (with frozen chemistry) for the fuel inlet and 
quenched states. 

An example of state relationships found in this 
manner for LHF analysis is illustrated in Fig. 4. These 
results are for a pressure-atomized n-pentane spray 
burning in air (at 3 MPa with all reactants initially at 
300K), from Mao et  al. 68 Laminar flame data were not 
available for these conditions; therefore, the low 
mixture fraction region was computed assuming local 
thermodynamic equilibrium, using the Gordon and 
McBride 69 algorithm. For  lack of  other information 
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LHF analysis of a pressure-atomized n-pentane spray 

burning in air at 3 MPa. From Mao et al. 68 

the process was assumed to be quenched at f ~ 0.4 
(gas temperature ~ 1000K), with properties at 
higher mixture fractions computed assuming 
adiabatic mixing. For  these high-pressure conditions, 
real-gas effects, involving appreciable quantities of 
ambient gas dissolved in the liquid phase, become 
important. This was considered using the Redlich- 
Kwong equation of state with multicomponent 
mixing rules due to Prausnitz and Chueh. 7° Fuel-rich 
properties at low mixture fractions are likely to be in 
error due to the loss of chemical equilibrium, 
discussed in connection with Figs 2 and 3; however, 
the results illustrated in Fig. 4 show that complex 
phenomena can be handled with relative ease within 
the LHF approach--one of  its major advantages. 

In summary, the conserved-scalar formalism, along 
with the laminar flamelet concept for hydrocarbon 
combustion, provides a convenient approach for 
finding scalar properties using either LHF or 
separated flow analysis. Major advantages are that 
the approach can accommodate a wide range of flows 
within a single procedure, and that the methodology 
conforms to the recognized structure of turbulent 
f lames--at  least when the wrinkled laminar flame 
structure is appropriate. These conditions are satisfied 
for the flows to be considered here; therefore, the 
approach is adopted in the following. 

2.4. L H F  Ana lys i s  

Portions of the analysis have been described in an 
earlier review/7 However, at that time, analysis of the 
continuous phase was based on the time-averaged 
approach of Lockwood and Naguib :  5 and many 
features of the SSF analysis were not considered. 
Subsequent work has involved use of a Favre- 
averaged formulation and additiional modification of 
SSF analysis; therefore, curent features of the baseline 
LHF, DSF and SSF analyses, used in connection with 
the measurements of Table 1, are described in the next 
three sections. 

LHF analysis will be considered first since the same 
formulation is used for the continuous phase for all 
three methods. The LHF approximation implies local 
kinematic and thermodynamic equilibrium (extended 
by the laminar flamelet concept when needed), 
including both phases; therefore, multiphase flows 
correspond to a variable-property single-phase fluid 
due to variations in the concentration of  the dispersed 
phase, even in instances when the properties of each 
phase are constant. This generally causes continuous- 
phase density variations; therefore, properties are re- 
presented as Favre averages, defined as follows: 46 

= 0-~/~. ( l )  

In Eq. (1), 4) is a generic property and an overbar 
denotes a conventional time average. 

The conserved-scalar formalism, in conjunction 
with a k - e - g  turbulence model, requires solution of 
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TABLE 2. Continuous-phase source terms in governing 
equations 

l 0 

? o 

k #, \ & j  - Oe 

. c . , . ,  k \ ~ U  - c ~ 0  

C~ Cd Cgl Cg 2 = Cg 2 a r a e a f  ~ ag 

0.09 1.44 2.8 1.87 1.0 1.3 0.7 

governing equations for conservation of mass, 
momentum and mixture fraction, along with modeled 
governing equations for the turbulence quantities, k, 
e and g. These equations can all be written in a 
common form as follows: 

r~/Ox(~fi(o) + ~ /~r ( r~a)  

= 8/Sr((rll,/aO)8/Or(¢)) + rS o. (2) 

The parameters 4~ and S o appearing in Eq. (2) are 
summarized in Table 2, along with appropriate 
empirical constants. The constants are the same as 
earlier work, 17'45 except C~2 = Cg2 = 1.87 for all 
flows, rather than the two different values for non- 
combusting and combusting flows used earlier (1.87 is 
roughly the average of the two). Reynolds numbers of 
present flows are relatively large; therefore, laminar 
transport can be ignored with little error and the 
turbulent viscosity becomes 

~, = C, ok2/e. (3) 

Mean scalar properties are found from the state 
relationships and the probability density function of 
mixture fraction. The formulation can accommodate 
any two-parameter PDF. Within this class (e.g. 
clipped Gaussian, beta, etc.), past results suggest that 
scalar property predictions are relatively insenitive to 
the specific formula used for the PDF. 45 Present 
results employ a clipped-Gaussian Favre-averaged 
PDF, /~ (f) .  The two parameters needed to specify 
this distribution can be found by noting the following 
identities: 

1 

f --- f f P ( f )  df  (4) 
0 

g = i ( f - -  f)2p(f) df (5) 
0 
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Since both)rand g are known, from solving Eq. (2), 
Eqs (4) and (5) provide two implicit equations to find 
the two parameters of the Favre PDF. This step must 
be carried out frequently during computations; 
therefore, tables developed by Shearer et al. 58 were 
used to speed parameter determination. 

Given the state relationships, ~b (f) ,  the Favre- 
averaged mean and variance of scalar properties can 
be computed from the following equations. 46 

I 

= 0--~/~ = f c~ ( f )P( f )  d f  (6) 
0 

1 

q~,,z = ~'~,z/~ = f (q~(f) __ q~)2p(f) df (7) 
0 

is needed to solve Eq. (2) and it is frequently con- 
venient to have estimates of time-averaged scalar 
properties as well. Time averages can be found by 
noting that density is only a function of mixture 
fraction under present approximations; therefore, the 
time- and Favre-averaged PDFs of mixture fraction 
are related as follows; 46 

f i ( f )  = QP( f ) to ( f ) .  (8) 

As a result, the time-averaged mean and variance of 
scalar properties become: 

1 

= ~ |  (c~( f ) /o ( f ) ) f i ( f ) )  d f  (9) 
0 

I 

( (¢(f)  -- ~ ( f ) ) 2 / e ( f ) ) P ( f ) d f .  (10) ~ , 2  = ~ 

0 

The value of ~, needed to integrate Eq. (2), can be 
found by setting ~b = 1 in Eq. (9). 

LHF analysis is not limited to dilute dispersed flows 
and requires relatively little information concerning 
initial conditions; therefore, LHF computations were 
initiated at the jet exit in all cases considered here. The 
prescription of initial conditions and methods used to 
solve the governing equations are described 
elsewhere. 17 

2.5. D S F  Analysis 

Both separated-flow analyses adopt the main 
features of the LHF analysis for the continuous 
phase. Present methods are limited due to dilute 
dispersed flows; therefore, volume fractions of the 
continuous phase are near unity and the basic for- 
mulation of Eq. (2) and the flow source terms in Table 
2 can be retained. The main extension of the con- 
tinuous-phase analysis for the separated-flow 
methods involves the appearance of source terms due 
to transport from the dispersed phase. Initial 
conditions are prescribed at the point nearest to the 
injector where all needed properties can be measured. 
At this point, the dispersed phase is divided into 
groups (defined by initial position, size, velocity and 
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TABLE 3. Dispersed-phase source terms in governing 
equations 

$p,, = ~, niAmi/V) 
~ = 1  

i = 1  

g -- 2C'3 #' k t~r 

g 2(JSe,, - -  ~pm) 

direction). Lagrangian computations then track the 
subsequent life history of  each group in the flow field. 

Transport from the dispersed phase introduces new 
source terms, Sp~, in the governing equations for the 
continuous phase. These are found by computing 
property changes for each dispersed-phase group, i, as 
it crosses a computational cell, j, and then summing 
over all groups intersecting a particular cell. Ex- 
pressions for the Sp~ are summarized in Table 3. DSF 
analysis ignores all phase/turbulence interactions; 
therefore, the source terms appearing for k, e and g in 
Table 3 are not used with this approach. 

While mass and momentum exchange between the 
phases can be handled directly by the conserved- 
scalar formalism, there is a conceptual problem with 
respect to energy transfer, as noted earlier. This was 
handled during construction of state relationships by 
adopting the thin-skin approximation of drop heat- 
up, described in Section 2.3. The mixture fraction 
used in the state relationships for separated flows is 
the mixture fraction of the continuous phase. 

The formulation of the equations governing trajec- 
tories or life histories of dispersed-phase groups will 
be deferred until the SSF approach is discussed. This 
aspect of DSF and SSF analysis is the same, except 
that DSF computations are based on mean con- 
tinuous-phase properties while the SSF approach 
seeks to account for the instantaneous properties ex- 
perienced by the dispersed phase. Formally, mean 
interphase transport rates should be found by finding 
the time average of each interphase transport ex- 
pression, considering variations of scalar properties 
with mixture fraction and the effect of relative 
velocity, as well as the correlation between mixture 
fraction and velocity. For example, if Fo (f, url) 
represents the functional form of the drag for a par- 
ticular dispersed-phase group, and P (f, u~) represents 
the time-averaged joint probability function of the 
local mixture fraction and continuous-phase velocity, 
then the proper time-averaged drag of the group is 
given by 

Finding Fo (f, u,i) is relatively straightforward, after 
adopting a model for interphase transport of 
momentum; however, finding P (f, u,i) substantially 
increases the complexity of the continuous-phase 
analysis. A form for the joint PDF must be specified. 
Then finding the parameters of the joint PDF requires 
information on correlations between mixture fraction 
and all the velocity components. Progress is being 
made in developing higher-order turbulence models 
capable of providing information of this nature, cf. 
Jones; 71'72 however, reliable methods to find these 
variables have not been reported for multiphase flows. 
Furthermore, DSF analysis has more serious sources 
of errors, as we shall see. Therefore, ad hoc property 
averages are generally adopted to find mean inter- 
phase transport rates for DSF analyses. 

The procedure adopted in the DSF computations 
reported here is to compute interphase transport rates 
using time-averaged mean scalar properties found 
from Eq. (9), and Favre-averaged mean continuous- 
phase velocities from the solutions of Eq. (2). This 
choice is convenient since these properties are 
provided directly by the analysis (use of mean scalar 
properties at f a l so  could be used, reducing computa- 
tion times since the integrals of Eq. (9) would not have 
to be evaluated, but this approach has not been 
tested). Time-averaged velocities are more appro- 
priate than Favre averages; however, this requires 
knowledge of density/velocity correlations which are 
not provided by the continuous-phase turbulence 
model, e.g. 

fil = fii - O'ui'/Q. (12) 

Such a modification is unlikely to result in significant 
changes in predictions, however, since differences 
between time- and Favre-averaged mean velocities are 
relatively small, even in flames. 66 Thus, in the spirit of 
baseline analysis, the more-approximate approach is 
adopted for present computations. 

2.6. S S F  Analysis 

2.6.1. Background 

There is abundant evidence that both finite inter- 
phase transport rates and dispersed phase/turbulence 
interactions are important in most practical dispersed 
flows.16'~7 Finite interphase transport rates are ignored 
during LHF analysis while dispersed-phase/ 
turbulence interactions are ignored during DSF 
analysis; therefore, neither approach is sufficiently 
complete. The SSF method was developed in order to 
circumvent these limitations, by extending the DSF 
method. 

There are three main types of dispersed-phase/ 
turbulence interactions, as follows: (1) turbulent 
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transport or dispersion of the dispersed phase itself; 
(2) modification of continuous-phase turbulence 
properties by transport from the dispersed phase, 
called turbulence modulation by AI Taweel and 
Landau; 23 and (3) modification of the properties of 
interphase transport rates by turbulent fluctuations, 
e.g. the fact that nonlinear interphase transport rate 
expressions cannot be properly represented using 
mean properties in the interphase transport rate ex- 
pressions, as discussed in connection with the DSF 
analysis. 

Initial work on these problems concentrated on 
turbulent dispersion at the small-particle limit e.g. 
Tchen, 73 Hjelmfelt and Mockros, TM and Hinze. 2'3 This 
implies linear interphase transport (Stokes flow), and 
that particles remain within a single fluid element 
(eddy) during their motion. Later, Elghobashi and 
Abou-Arab 75 extended these ideas to treat turbulence 
modulation as well. The small-particle limit provides 
a logical approach for developing a better under- 
standing of dispersed-phase/turbulence interactions 
but the assumptions involved are too restrictive for 
most practical dispersed flows--particularly sprays. 
First of all, typical drop Reynolds numbers in sprays 
are on the order of 100, which is well beyond the 
Stokes regime. As a result, drops have significant 
velocities relative to the continuous phase and do not 
remain associated with a particular fluid element. This 
phenomenon, recognized by Yudine TM and Csanady, 77 
is called the crossing-trajectories effect, e.g. represent- 
ing the fact that dispersed-phase elements and 
turbulent eddies follow different trajectories and only 
interact for a time. 

Jurewicz and Stock TM propose a more general 
approach for treating turbulent dispersion, using a 
gradient diffusion approximation within the Lagran- 
gian formulation for the motion and transport of  the 
dispersed phase. This involves definition of an 
effective diffusion velocity, or diffusion force, in the 
equation of motion of the dispersed phase. The 
diffusion velocity was found using an empirical 
turbulent diffusivity in conjunction with the con- 
centration gradient of  the dispersed phase.15 Abbas et 

al. 79 use a similar approach. Dukowicz 8° also proposes 
a related procedure based on a stochastic representa- 
tion of dispersed-phase diffusion. However, these 
methods are of limited value since they do not provide 
a means of estimating the dispersed-phase dif- 
fusivities. Dispersed-phase diffusivities depend on the 
properties of both the turbulence and the dispersed 
phase, e.g the rates of turbulent dispersion of small 
and large particles (or even the same sized particles if 
they have different relative velocities with respect to 
the continuous phase) differ in the same turbulence 
field, even when other properties of the particles are 
the same. Therefore, the accumulation and correla- 
tion of appropriate data for these methods are sub- 
stantial tasks which have not proceeded very far. 

Stochastic separated-flow methods have been 
proposed by a number of workers, as a means of 

predicting dispersed-phase/turbulence interactions 
without recourse to empirical data for properties like 
dispersed-phase turbulent diffusivities. Hutchinson et  

a l f l  report one of the earliest studies along these lines, 
proposing many of the ideas used in current SSF 
analysis. They treat turbulent dispersion of particles 
in a pipe, in an attempt to predict particle deposition 
rates. The approach involved random-walk computa- 
tions of particles interacting with a succession of 
eddies having statistically-independent properties. It 
was assumed that the energy-containing eddies of the 
flow exerted primary influence on particle motion and 
that the time of interaction between a particle and a 
particular eddy was governed by the characteristic 
lifetime of the eddies. The flow was assumed to be 
ultradilute; therefore, only one-way coupling was 
considered, i.e. eddy properties were specified from 
existing correlations for single-phase turbulent pipe 
flows. The results of this procedure were compared 
with the data for particle deposition in turbulent pipe 
flows available at that time, yielding encouraging 
agreement. 8~ 

Subsequently, Brown and Hutchinson 82 extended 
the approach of Hutchinson et al. 81 Two types of 
interactions between eddies and particles were recog- 
nized, involving times of interactions between 
particles and eddies controlled by either the eddy 
lifetime or the time required for a particle to traverse 
an eddy--whichever is shorter. In a sense, the latter 
time limit attempts to account for effects of crossing 
trajectories. 

Yuu et  al. 25 independently adopted a procedure 
similar to Hutchinson et al., 8~ in order to analyze 
turbulent diffusivities in particle-laden jets. One-way 
coupling, continuous-phase-to-particle, was assumed 
with interaction times governed only by eddy 
lifetimes. Eddy properties were found using existing 
empirical correlations for jet properties. Later work 
revealed problems with these computations, asso- 
ciated with neglect of mean relative velocities between 
the phases and use of the Stokes drag law; however, 
the results were still encouraging. Subsequently, 
Dukowicz 8° proposed a similar approach for analysis 
of turbulent dispersion in dilute sprays. 

Gosman and Ioannides 83 extended these ideas to 
obtain an SSF analysis which treats two-way coupling 
between the phases and incorporates a k - e - g  model to 
estimate eddy properties and phase interaction 
parameters. Their approach has been modified only 
slightly during subsequent evaluation by the author 
and his associates, 3~ 39. 84~86 and forms the basis of the 
baseline SSF analysis described in the following. 

With SSF analysis, as dispersed-phase elements 
move through the flow, they are assumed to interact 
with a succession of turbulent eddies, simulating 
actual conditions by a random-walk computation. 
Properties within a particular eddy are assumed to be 
uniform, but change in a random manner from one 
eddy to the next. Eddy properties are obtained from 
the continuous-phase analysis, which includes source 
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terms to provide for transport from the dispersed 
phase, e.g. there is two-way coupling between the 
phases. The dispersed-phase computations are the 
same as the DSF approach, except that instantaneous 
eddy properties are used for the local environment of 
the dispersed-phase elements, rather than mean 
properties. Thus, in principle, the method can treat all 
aspects of dispersed-phase turbulence interactions, 
subject to the limitations of the continuous-phase 
turbulence model and the uniform-eddy approxima- 
tion. In a sense, the method is an exact simulation of 
dispersed-phase properties. However, current limita- 
tions concerning physical understanding and 
numerical simulation of continuous-phase turbulence 
properties for practical dispersed flows requires the 
use of a model of turbulence for the continuous phase. 

2.6.2. Turbulence~dispersed-phase interactions 

For  the present SSF Analysis, properties of each 
eddy at the start of interaction with a dispersed-phase 
element are found by making a random selection 
compatible with the PDFs of velocity and mixture 
fraction. The distinction between Favre- and time- 
averaged velocities must be ignored, similar to the 
DSF analysis, due to the limitations of the current 
simplified continuous-phase turbulence model. This is 
not a serious problem for mean velocities, as noted 
earlier. However, differences between Favre- and ti- 
me-averages are greater for velocity fluctuations-- 
particularly in flame environments. For  example, 
existing measurements of streamwise velocity fluctua- 
tions in jet diffusion flames suggest that time-averaged 
velocity fluctuations can be up to 50% greater than 
Favre-averaged velocity fluctuations. 66 Evidence of 
this effect will be presented later; however, the ap- 
proximation will be used in conjunction with the 
present baseline continuous-phase analysis. 

Jet-like flows, similar to those listed in Table 1, 
usually have anisotropic turbulence properties, e.g. 
Wynanski and Fieldler 53 find fi'2:v'2:~'2 = k:k /2:k /2  
near the axis of single-phase turbulent jets. Neverthe- 
less, work to date has invariably assumed that velocity 
fluctuations are isotropic and have statistically- 
independent Gaussian PDFs in each coordinate 
direction. The most probable values and variances of 
these distributions are taken to be the local mean 
velocities in each direction and 2k/3--obtained from 
the continuous-phase solution. Extension of this 
approach to consider anisotropic turbulence proper- 
ties will be considered in connection with particle- 
laden liquid jets. 

Scalar properties of each eddy are found by 
assuming that velocities and mixture fractions are 
statistically independent, for lack of a rational alter- 
native under the approximations of the present k - e - g  
model. This effect is only relevant when mixing of 
different substances or combustion occurs in the con- 
tinuous phase. In such cases, errors are incurred by 
this approximation, since the correlation between 

mixture fraction and velocity fluctuations is on the 
order of one-half in portions of most boundary layer 
flows. 66 The time-averaged PDF of mixture fraction is 
available from Eq. (8), and random samples consis- 
tent with this PDF are used to select values o f f  for 
each eddy. Scalar properties of the eddy are then 
found from the state relationships, using the sampled 
value off .  

A dispersed-phase element is assumed to interact 
with an eddy as long as the relative displacement of 
the element with respect to the eddy does not exceed 
the characteristic eddy size, Le, and the time of in- 
teraction does not exceed the characteristic eddy 
lifetime, te, e.g. 

I A £ p -  ffAtpl < Le, Atp < t~. (13) 

Thus, the limit with respect to eddy size also incor- 
porates isotropic ideas, e.g. only the total relative 
displacement is measured to find the interaction time, 
with no concern for different eddy dimensions in the 
different coordinate directions. The characteristic 
eddy parameters are taken to be the dissipation-length 
and time scales which can be obtained from the con- 
tinuous-phase solution, as follows: 

L,. = C3/'k3/2/e, t e = Le/(2k/3) '2. (14) 

The prescriptions given by Eqs (13) and (14) differ 
somewhat from Gosman and Ioannides, 83 who 
employ an approach similar to Hutchinson et al. 81 
However, calibration of  the SSF analysis yielded 
better results with Eqs (13) and (14), which are also 
more convenient to evaluate. 84-86 

The selections of L~ and t~ in Eqs (14) are clearly 
arbitrary, since only one scale out of the entire 
turbulent spectrum is used to represent interactions 
with the dispersed phase. Furthermore, predictions of 
turbulent dispersion are sensitive to the values of Le 
and t~ used in the simulation) 5 Therefore, following 
Gosman and Ioannides, 83 these choices were 
evaluated by comparing predictions with the funda- 
mental dispersion results of  Hinze 3 and Snyder and 
Lumley. 24 

Hinze 3 developed an expression for the diffusion of 
"marked" fluid particles introduced at a constant rate 
from a point source in a homogeneous and isotropic 
turbulent flow. He obtains an analytical dispersion 
expression for this situation, assuming a constant 
turbulent diffusivity. Comparable results were 
obtained from the stochastic model by fixing values of 
u, k and e and computing the turbulent diffusivity 
used in the analytical solution as C~O2k2/e, which is 
consistent with the present turbulence model. 84 A 
typical comparison between the analytical and stoch- 
astic predictions is illustrated in Fig. 5. The agreement 
between the two methods is reasonably good, with 
only a slight tendency for the present approach to 
underestimate the rate of dispersion. Since the 
particles were assumed to be infinitely small, they are 
always "captured" by eddies for these conditions, e.g. 
interactions times are governed by eddy lifetimes. 
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FIG, 5. Analytical and numerical solutions for the transverse 
distribution of infinitely small particles from a point source. 

Adapted from Shuen et al. 84 

Therefore, this calibration primarily tests the pres- 
cription for te. 

The measurements of Snyder and Lumley 24 
involved dispersion of various types of individual 
solid particles which were injected isokinetically (in 
the mean) into a uniform turbulent flow downstream 
of a grid. The results of the present predictions, s4 and 
these measurements are illustrated in Fig. 6. The SSF 
predictions are in reasonably good agreement with the 
measurements for both light particles (hollow glass 
beads) where t,, controls the interaction time, and 
heavy particles (glass and copper beads) where L e 
controls the interaction time. s4 

Results for the calibration flows, where turbulence 
properties are nearly uniform over the flow field, are 
seen to be reasonably satisfactory. Subsequent eva- 
luation in Section 3 will consider shear flows where 
there are significant variations of turbulence proper- 
ties with position. 

2.6.3. D i s p e r s e d - p h a s e  t r a j e c t o r y  a n a l y s i s  

Assumptions of the dispersed-phase trajectory cal- 
culations vary since flows as disparate as particles 
(drops) in gases and bubbles in liquids will be con- 
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FIG. 6. Particle dispersion in a uniform, grid-generated tur- 
bulent flow. Adapted from Shuen et al. 84 Measurements 

from Snyder and Lumley. 24 

sidered; therefore, individual sources should be 
consulted for details. Assumptions common to all, 
which are typical of past analysis of dilute sprays, 8'~7 
are briefly summarized here. In addition, the formula- 
tion used for evaporating sprays is described, since it 
involves features used in most of the cases listed in 
Table 1. 

First of all, interphase transport is assumed to be 
quasisteady, e.g. at each instant transport rates are 
taken to be steady-state transport rates for the same 
boundary conditions. Past evaluations have generally 
shown that characteristic times of transient develop- 
ment of the flow field around dispersed-phase 
elements are small in comparison to other characteris- 
tic times of dispersed flows, justifying this assump- 
tion. 8'17 Dispersed-phase elements are assumed to be 
spheres, which is a condition of the experiments for 
the particle-laden jets and bubbly jets of Table 1; 
drops deform from spherical shapes but interphase 
transport expressions for drops naturally incorporate 
this effect. Heat transfer, mass transfer and drag coef- 
ficients (transfer coefficients) are assumed to be in- 
dependent of the volume fraction of the dispersed 
phase, e.g. the transfer coefficients are taken to be 
equivalent to those of dispersed-phase elements in an 
infinite environment having the same properties as the 
eddy. O'Rourke and Bracco 87 consider effects of finite 
volume fractions of the dispersed phase on transfer 
coefficients, using results developed for fluidized beds. 
They conclude that this effect is not important for 
dispersed-phase volume fractions less than 10%, 
which is the range of interest for dilute dispersed 
flows. Effects of Magnus and Saffman-lift forces are 
ignored. Magnus forces are difficult to quantify since 
the initial spin of dispersed phase elements is generally 
unknown; however, strong effects of this 
phenomenon have only been suspected in a few 
instances, e.g. the results of Laats and Frishman. 28'29 
Past evaluation has shown that Saffman-lift effects are 
generally small for multiphase jets) 7 The surface of 
the dispersed-phase element is assumed to be in ther- 
modynamic equilibrium, which is satisfactory for ev- 
aporation of drops having diameters greater than 
1 #m at atmospheric pressure and above, even for 
combusting conditions) 7 Empirical expressions are 
used to treat drag, virtual mass and Basset history 
forces. Interphase energy and mass transfer are 
treated using stagnant film theory, which allows for 
finite mass transfer rates, with empirical correction 
for effects of forced convection. As noted earlier, such 
modeling of interphase transport coefficients is 
currently necessary due to computational limitations. 
These methods, of course, are widely accepted during 
analysis of transport. Finally, only hydrostatic 
pressure variations are considered, which is a 
condition of the experiments. 

Under these assumptions, the motion of the 
dispersed phase can be determined using the formula- 
tion of Odar and Hamilton, ss which was reviewed 
later by Clift et  al. ,  9 as follows: 
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(Op/Q + AA/2)d/dt(ur,) = a(1 - Qv/O)6ji 

- 0.75Colurilu,~/dp + An(81v/nd~) 1/2 

i (t -- ~)-'/2d/d~ (ur,) d~ (15) 
t o 

where 6j~ is the Kroneker delta function and i = 1 
represents the free fall (or rise) direction of the 
dispersed phase. The two-terms on the LHS of Eq. 
(15) represent accelerations due to particle and virtual 
mass. Only the former is important for particle 
(drop)/gas flows; only the latter for bubble/liquid 
flows. However, both are important for particle/liquid 
flows. The terms on the RHS of Eq. (15) represent 
buoyancy, drag and Basset history forces. The Bassett 
history force is important for bubble/liquid and parti- 
cle/liquid flows but can be ignored for particle (drop)/ 
gas flows with little error. The parameters A A and A n 
were empirically correlated by Odar and Hamilton s8 
as a function of the acceleration modulus, defined as 
follows: 

M A = d/dt(u~)dr/u ~. (16) 

The values of Aa and A n vary between 0.1-2.1 and 
1.0(~0.48--the former values being the correct limit 
for the classical Basset-Boussinesq~Oseen (B-B-O) 
formulation of  Eq. (15). Drag coefficients were 
obtained either from the values for solid spheres 
(particles/drops) summarized by Faeth, 8'17 or for 
bubbles, summarized by Moore 89 and Clift et al. 9 The 
position of  each dispersed-phase group is found by 
integrating the group velocity as a function of time. 

The approach used to formulate interphase 
transport of mass and energy will be illustrated using 
drop vaporization as an example, following Solomon 
et a l f l  Original sources should be consulted for other 
cases. In addition to previous assumptions the gas- 
phase Lewis number is assumed to be unity; only 
concentration diffusion is considered with equal 
binary diffusivities of  all species; and the Chapman 
gas property approximations are used, e.g. we assume 
an ideal gas mixture with Q2D, Q2 and Cp constant. 
These assumptions are removable, at the expense of a 
more complex formulation, cf. Law) ° In the present 
case, they are adopted for simplicity, with the 
resulting procedure calibrated using measurements 
for individual drops in environments typical of 
conditions within the spray. 34 

Based on these assumptions, the rate of change of 
mass of a drop in group i is given by 

d/dt  (mp,) = 

-- 2~(QD)r~rdpN ln ( ( Y e s -  Ye~)/ (1-  Yes)) 

(17) 

where Ye~ is the mass fraction of drop vapor at the 
liquid surface and N is a correction factor allowing for 
drop motion with respect to the gas phase (forced 
convection correction), as follows 17 

N -  1 ~- 

0.276 RemPrl/3 /( l  + 1.232/(Re pr4/3)J/2.(18) 

For mass transfer, the Schmidt number should be 
used instead of the Prandtl number in Eq. (18); 
however, this distinction is not made since Sc = Pr 
according to the unity Lewis number assumption. 
Under the thin-skin approximation, all the heat 
reaching the liquid surface is used to preheat the 
liquid to the surface temperature and vaporize it, e.g. 
no bulk heating is considered. This yields the 
following relationship between surface temperature 
and mass fraction 

Ye, = 

(Cp(T~ - T,) + YF~Ls)/(Cp(T~ - Ts) + L , )  

(19) 

where Ls is the total enthalpy rise of vaporization 

L, = Cpy(T, - To) + hlg,. (20) 

A second expression, relating the vapor mass fraction 
and the surface temperature is provided by the vapor 
pressure characteristics of the liquid, as follows: 

Yes = f ( T s ,  pressure). (21) 

Simultaneous solution of Eqs (19) and (21) yields T~ 
and Yes for any imposed ambient conditions. Since 
bulk heating has been ignored, drop diameter and 
mass are related, as follows: 

dpi = (6mm/n@o) 1/3. (22) 

Life-history computations are strongly influenced 
by reference conditions used to determine transport 
properties and the specific correlations of the proper- 
ties themselves. During work reported here, proper- 
ties were selected by matching predicted and 
measured life histories for single dispersed-phase 
elements (particles, drops or bubbles) at test 
conditions representative of  the multiphase flow. This 
involves selecting an optimum weighting parameter, 
fl, to define the property reference state, as follows: 

(J~ref -~" f l ~ s  "~ (1 - fl)q~ (23) 

where 4~ is a generic factor representing either species 
mass fraction or temperature. 

Equations (15)-(23) were solved numerically, using 
a second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. Details of 
these computations are presented elsewhereY 
Numerical convergence with respect to the number of 
dispersed-phase groups needed to obtain statistically- 
significant results varies with the flow. Typical values 
are ~ 1000 groups for the DSF approach and ~ 5000 
groups for the SSF approach. 

2.6.4. Continuous-phase source terms 

Once the properties of all dispersed-phase groups 
are found, the dispersed-phase source terms needed in 
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the governing equations for the continuous-phase can 
be found. These terms are listed in Table 3. The source 
terms in the governing equations for mean quantities 
are exact, and are used in all DSF and SSF computa- 
tions considered in the following. 

Derivation of the source terms in the governing 
equations for turbulence quantities (the turbulence 
modulation terms) is described by Shuen et  al. 9° This 
analysis follows conventional procedures for tur- 
bulence models. TM Under the SSF formulation, the 
dispersed-phase source terms in the k and g equations 
are formally exact and closed, since correlations like 
u'-'Sp, andfSpm can be computed from the simulation of 
the dispersed phase (although both are contaminated 
by problems of Favre- and time-averaged velocities 
using the present simplified analysis, as noted earlier). 
The term in the e equation, however, must be 
modeled, and this involves all the approximations 
typical o f - e  models. 91 Furthermore, a new model 
constant, C~3 , is introduced, which must be deter- 
mined empirically. 

Work to date has not provided an adequate evalua- 
tion of the turbulence modulation portion of the 
present SSF analysis. It has also not been possible to 
obtain an accurate determination of C e 3 .  The problem 
has been that dense dispersed flows having significant 
effects of turbulence modulation are difficult to 
measure accurately. On the other hand, turbulence 
properties are largely established by other phenomena 
in dilute flows where accurate measurements are more 
feasible. As a result, evaluation of the turbulence 
modulation proposal summarized in Table 3, is 
judged to be premature. Thus, the approach taken in 
the following is to ignore the turbulence modulation 
terms, in the spirit of baseline analysis with minimum 
empiricism. The comparison between the baseline 
analysis and measurements, however, does provide 
indication of potential effects of turbulence modula- 
tion seen in the measurements. After studying these 
results, we shall reconsider turbulence modulation, as 
well as some alternative i%rmulations proposed to 
treat this phenomena, in Sections 4 and 5. 

3. STRUCTURE OF DILUTE DISPERSED FLOWS 

3.1. In troduct ion  

In the following we shall consider measurements of 
the structure of the flows listed in Table 1. This 
involves the the following dilute dispersed flows: 
particle-laden gas jets, nonevaporating sprays, ev- 
aporating sprays, combusting sprays, particle-laden 
liquid jets and bubbly noncondensing and condensing 
jets. Predictions obtained using the present LHF, 
DSF and SSF analyses will be compared with the 
measurements. These comparisons help interpreta- 
tion of the measurements, since they highlight effects 
of interphase transport rates and dispersed-phase/ 
turbulence interactions. The comparison also 

provides an initial evaluation of the methods, within 
the limitations of the relatively simplified turbulence 
model used here, and the fact that effects of tur- 
bulence modulation have been ignored during present 
computations. 

Original sources should be consulted for specific 
estimates of experimental uncertainties. Typically, 
measurements reported by the author and his asso- 
ciates have uncertainties (95% confidence) < 10% 
for mean quantities and <20% for quadratic tur- 
bulence quantities, like u 'v '  and k (this uncertainty is 
representative of the maximum values of the 
Reynolds stress with proportionately higher values 
elsewhere). 

3.2. Par t ic le -Laden  Gas Je t s  

3.2.1. M e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  Yuu  et al. 25 

Yuu et al. 25 considered a particle-laden jet contain- 
ing fly-ash particles. Information needed to estimate 
initial conditions for separated flow analysis was not 
reported and had to be estimated. The jet nozzle was 
designed to provide uniform exit properties; 
therefore, the assumed initial condition was taken to 
be slug flow, except for a shear layer having a 
thickness = 1% of the jet exit radius at the passage 
wall. In the uniform region, properties were specified 
as follows: fi0 = 4rho/(Qo/rcd2); fo = 1; 
k0 = (0.02fi0)2; ~o = 2.84 x lO-Sfio3/d; and go = O. 
Quantities rio and f0 were assumed to be linear in the 
shear layer. Initial values of k, e and g in the shear 
layer were found by solving their transport equations, 
while neglecting convection and diffusion terms. 
Mean particle properties at the jet exit were computed 
using particle-trajectory computations based in the 
particle/gas mixing system and the nozzle geometry. 
Particles were assumed to be distributed uniformly 
across the jet exit. 

i 
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FIG. 7. Part ic le concent ra t ions in a par t ic le- laden round  jet. 
Measurements from Yuu et al. 25 

1.2 
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The significance of turbulent dispersion in particle- 
laden jets can be seen from the results appearing in 
Fig. 7, from Shuen et  al. s4 A portion of the particle 
concentration measurements of Yuu et al. 25 is illus- 
trated along with LHF, DSF and SSF predictions of 
the flows. Only the range of streamwise positions 
where data were measured was reported; therefore, 
predictions are illustrated for the limits of this range. 
Estimated initial particle velocities also appear on the 
figure. 

The rate of particle spread is overestimated using 
the LHF analysis, since effects of relative velocities 
between the phases (slip) are ignored. Neglecting slip 
causes the particle response to turbulent fluctuations, 
the mechanism of turbulent dispersion, to be overesti- 
mated. This also reduces streamwise particle velocities 
in the flow field, and the increased residence time 
causes further overestimation of particle spread rates. 

The DSF analysis is seen to underestimate particle 
spread rates in Fig. 7. In this case, particle spread is 
caused only by the initial radial velocities of the 
particles and by drag in the radial direction from the 
mean radial velocity of the gas phase. Both of these 
velocities are small in comparison to the fluctuating 
gas-phase radial velocities which are responsible for 
turbulent dispersion. Furthermore, since the radial 
velocities of particles eventually are dominated by 
gas-phase radial velocities, particles tend to 
acumulate in regions where ~3 = 0, e.g. their 
behaviour is similar to particles in laminar flow, cf. 
Soo. 1 In jets, z7 = 0 at the centerline (an unstable 
accumulation point) and roughly half-way between 
the axis and the flow edge (a stable accumulation 
point), It takes time for this process to develop, and 
effects of gravity modify the effect. Thus, the trend can 
only be seen indirectly in Fig. 7, by a tendency for the 
profiles of particle concentration to become progres- 
sively narrower (in terms of r /x)  with increasing 
streamwise distance, rather than the opposite trend 
given by the LHF and SSF analyses. 

In contrast to the LHF and DSF methods, SSF 
predictions are in reasonably good agreement with the 
measurements illustrated in Fig. 7. Additional com- 
parisons between predictions and these measure- 
ments, yielding the same conclusion, can be found in 
Ref. 84. This suggests that both finite interphase 
transport rates and turbulent dispersion were 
important for this flow. Evaluation of the SSF 
method with these data, however, is not very defi- 
nitive due to the uncertainties of the estimated initial 
conditions of the flows. 

3.2.2. M e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  M c C o m b  and  Sal ih 26'27 

McComb and Salih 26'27 used relatively small 
particles in their experiments. Initial conditions for 
these flows were estimated similar to the procedure 
used for the measurements of Yuu et al., 25 except that 
initial slip between the phases was neglected due to 
small particles used in these tests. 
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FIG. 8. Particle concentrations in a particle-laden round jet. 
Measurements from McComb and Salihfl 6'27 

Test conditions of McComb and Salih 26'27 provided 
conditions more conducive to predictions based on 
LHF analysis. This is borne out by a portion of their 
data which is illustrated in Fig. 8. These results were 
obtained using titanium dioxide particles having a 
diameter of 2.3/1m. Predictions are shown for the 
LHF and SSF methods (the NSSF designation 
appearing in Fig. 8 represents the present SSF 
analysis). The small particles in this flow act nearly 
like tracer particles; therefore, the LHF approxima- 
tion yields reasonably good results. The SSF method 
tends to underestimate particle dispersion slightly, 
similar to findings when the method was calibrated at 
the exact LHF limit, seen in Fig. 5. 

McComb and Salih 26'27 also carried out tests where 
effects of particle inertia were more significant. This 
was done by decreasing the characteristic mixing 
times of the flow, Uo/d, by using larger initial velocities 
and smaller injector diameters; and by increasing the 
characteristic response times of the particles, by in- 
creasing particle densities and diameters. A portion of 
these results is illustrated in Fig. 9, along with LHF 
and SSF predictions. A range of characteristic mixing 
times is considered for a single characteristic particle 
response time. Effects of particle inertia can be seen by 
comparing the measurements with LHF predictions. 
It would be difficult to anticipate the trends of this 
data as operating conditions are changed; however, 
the SSF approach is seen to provide reasonably good 
estimates of the measurements for all conditions 
shown. 

3.2.3. M e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  L a a t s  and  Fr ishman 28'29 

Results considered thus far were limited to relative- 
ly low particle loadings. This implies that while the 
gas flow influences particle dispersion, the effect of the 
particles on the structure of the continuous phase is 
small, e.g. the test conditions have emphasized one- 
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way coupling from the gas to the particles. In 
contrast, the measurements of Laats and Frish- 
man 2s'29 involve relatively large particle loadings, 
resulting in significant effects of particles on the 
structure of the continuous phase. 

A disconcerting feature of  these measurements is 
that particle mass fluxes along the axis increased for 
a time for a portion of the data. This behavior could 
be due to redistribution of the flow from fully- 
developed pipe flow conditions, to particle-laden jet 
conditions. However, Laats and Frishman 2s'29 
attribute this phenomenon to Magnus forces in- 
troduced by the particle/gas mixing and injection 
processes. This effect could not be prescribed ade- 
quately to include it in the calculations; therefore, 
data having such trends are not considered in the 
following. 

Initial conditions were not measured for these flows 
and had to be estimated. A constant-area pipe was 
used for an injector. In the absence of other informa- 
tion, fully-developed pipe flow was assumed at its exit. 
Quantityfo is unity by definition while uo was obtained 
from the convefitional power law expressions for 
pipes--allowing for the variation of the power with 
Reynolds number.3 Initial values of ko and eo were also 
obtained from Hinze, 3 for fully-developed pipe flow in 
the same Reynolds number range as the experiments. 
The quantity go = 0 by definition. For lack of other 
information, it was assumed that there was negligible 
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slip between the phases at the jet exit. Particle con- 
centrations were assumed to be uniform at the jet exit. 

Predictions and measurements for the Laats and 
Frishman 2s'29 tests are illustrated in Figs 10 and 1 I. As 
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noted earlier, the NSSF designation refers to the 
present SSF analysis. The LSSF designation refers to 
a preliminary version of the separated flow 
analysis, 84'85 based on the prescription of particle/eddy 
interaction time of Gosman and Ioannides, a3 which 
has not been subsequently pursued. Only a range of 
initial gas velocities was specified for the data; 
therefore, predictions are shown for the limits of the 
velocity range. Predicted effects of initial velocity 
changes are small, in agreement with observations. 

Predicted and measured mean gas velocities along 
the axis for both an air jet and the particle-laden jets 
are illustrated in Fig. 10. The gas flow is only influen- 
ced by the particles at higher loadings, greater than 
0.3, where the presence of particles tends to reduce the 
rate of decay of centerline velocity. 

Predicted and measured particle mass fluxes are 
illustrated in Fig. ! 1. The results are for x/d = 28.5, 
which is beyond the range where Laats and 
Frishman 28':9 observed Magnus effects directly, 
although this phenomena would still influence the 
development of the flow to the position shown. The 
large particles used in these tests have significant 
inertia; therefore, finite interphase transport rates are 
significant and the LHF analysis does not perform 
very well. The SSF predictions are more satisfactory 
except at the highest particle loadings, similar to Fig. 
10. It was suggested that this could be due to initial 
relative velocities of the large particles, which were 
neglected, as noted earlier. For  example, reduction of 
the particle velocities at the jet exit by 30% from the 
gas velocity would essentially match predictions and 
measurements for the particle loading of 1.4 in Fig. 
11. Magnus forces and effects of turbulence modula- 
tion, both of which were not considered in the predic- 
tions, were also advanced as potential sources of the 
discrepancies between predictions and measurements 
at high loading ratios. 85 

3.2.4. Measurements of Levy and Lockwood 3° 

The measurements of Levy and Lockwood 3° 
include mean and fluctuating phase velocities, found 
using laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA). Initial 
conditions were not reported for these tests and had 
to be estimated. The flow was produced in a constant 
area pipe; therefore, initial conditions were estimated 
assuming fully developed flow, following the 
procedure used for the measurements of Laats and 
Frishmanfl 8'29 These tests involved rather large 
particles; therefore, the initial mean velocities of the 
particles at the jet exit were estimated by carrying out 
particle trajectory computations for the flow in the 
pipe. Particle concentrations across the exit of the 
pipe were assumed to be constant. Present predictions 
(SSF method) and the measurements are illustrated in 
Figs. 12 and 13. In this ease, predictions of streamwise 
velocity fluctuations were obtained assuming 
isotropic turbulence, e.g. fi,2 = 2k/3. If levels of 
anistropy usually observed in jets, e.g. t~ '2 = k, were 
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assumed, predictions would be 20% higher. 
Both predictions and measurements indicate rela- 

tively small effects of particle size and loading ratio on 
the gas properties illustrated in Fig. 12. This follows 
since large particles were used to generate large 
particle loadings, and momentum exchange from 
these particles to the continuous phase was relatively 
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small for the limited axial distance considered during 
these experiments. 

Predicted and measured mean and fluctuating 
particle velocities are illustrated in Fig. 13. Predictions 
of mean particle velocities are in good agreement with 
measurements at all conditions. Predictions of 
particle velocity fluctuations, however, are un- 
derestimated except for the smallest particles. This 
behavior was attributed to effects of the particle/gas 
mixing and injection system, which was a worm gear 
particle feeder followed by a short length of pipe. 
Such an arrangement would introduce relatively high 
particle velocity fluctuations at the jet exit. Since large 
particles exchange relatively little momentum as they 
pass to the measuring station in this flow, these fluc- 
tuations would be preserved. In contrast, small 
particles interact with the flow field to a greater 
degree, so that effects of the injection system are 
damped. For lack of other information, initial particle 
velocity fluctuations were ignored in the computa- 
tions; therefore, the results are only satisfactory for 
small particles where effects of initial conditions are 
less persistent. 

3.2.5. M e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  S h u e n  et al. ~1 

Results considered this far have illustrated some 
aspects of the structure of dispersed jets and effects of 
turbulent dispersion of  the dispersed phase. However, 
evaluation of analysis and interpretation of some of 
these measurements is compromised, since initial 
conditions of the flows were not adequately documen- 
ted. It was found that computed results were signifi- 
cantly influenced by initial mean and fluctuating 
phase velocities and the initial distribution of the 
dispersed phase in the flow. 85 

Boundary conditions can also be a problem when 
using measurements to evaluate a particular method 
of analysis. 66 For example, Modarress e t  al. 92 report 
very complete measurements of particle-laden jets in 
a coflowing stream within a duct. Attempts to 
compare these measurements with predictions were 
not very successful, however, since small streamwise 
pressure gradients encountered in ducts ( ~  1-10Pa/ 
m) were not reported, but they can significantly 
influence continuous-phase properties. 66'86 

Many of these difficulties were resolved in the parti- 
cle-laden jet study reported by Shuen e t  al. 31 Particles 
in these flows were nearly monodisperse and a free jet 
configuration was used to provide a known ambient 
pressure field. Mean and fluctuating phase velocities 
were measured at the jet exit, using laser-Doppler 
anemometry. Distributions of particle mass fluxes 
were meausured as well, using isokinetic sampling at 
the mean streamwise velocity. Initial values of e were 
estimated from measurements of Reynolds stress and 
the mean velocity gradient in the radial direction. 
Particle drag properties were also assessed during 
calibration experiments for individual particles 
moving in still air. 
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FIG. 14. Mean particle velocities along the axis of a particle- 
laden round turbulent jet. From Shuen et al. 3~ 

In spite of these precautions, two concerns have 
been raised concerning the use of these measurements 
for the evaluation of analysis. First of all, only 
amplitude discrimination was used to distinguish 
particles from the seeding particles in the gas phase 
for the LDA measurements. LDA seeding particles 
had diameters ~ l pm, while the smallest flow 
particles used were 79pm in diameter; therefore, 
pedestal signals from the flow particles were generally 
much larger than from the seeding particles, 
providing a reliable scheme for measuring particle 
velocities. It has been pointed out, however, that this 
approach is less effective for continuous-phase veloci- 
ties, since grazing collisions of the large particles with 
the LDA measuring volume yield small pedestal 
signals which could be interpreted as coming from 
seeding particles in the continuous phase. 92 In fact, 
Modarress e t  al.  92 employ a phase-discriminating 
LDA to avoid this difficulty. Recent measurements of 
a similar flow using a phase-discriminating LDA, 
however, suggest that this effect was small for the 
measurements of Shuen e t  al. ,  31 since their flows were 
very dilute. 

A second difficulty with the measurements of Shuen 
e t  al.  31 involves the specification of initial values of 
for computations of the flow. Mostafa and Mongia 93 
report an influence of  these estimates on their predic- 
tions. Shuen e t  al.  3~ report sensitivities of their predic- 
tions to this and other parameters of the analysis, 
finding that 100% changes in eo yield on the order of 
1 0% changes of predicted continuous- and dispersed- 
phase properties. Furthermore, estimates used in Ref. 
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31 were able to provide reasonanly good predictions 
of k along the axis, which is sensitive to the selection 
of co. Thus, while uncertainties of eo might be large, 
perhaps 100 %, it seems unlikely that results discussed 
in the following are influenced by this effect to a 
greater degree than the uncertainties of the measure- 
ments noted earlier. 

Only a portion of the results of Shuen et  a l f l  will be 
considered. Measured and predicted (LHF and SSF 
methods) mean particle velocities along the axis are 
illustrated in Fig. 14. Mean gas velocities for these 
conditions roughly correspond to the LHF predic- 
tions illustrated in Fig. 14. Clearly, there are signifi- 
cant differences between particle and gas velocities in 
the regions just beyond the end of the potential core. 
This behaviour is typical of many multiphase jets, 
including spray injection processes at high pressures.~7 
The rapid deceleration of the flow beyond the end of  
the potential core (or near the jet exit if there is no 
core) can only be followed by small particles-- 
typically less than 10pm in diameter for particle 
(drop)/gas flows. Naturally, each case must be 
evaluated for slip effects independently; however, 
most multiphase flows studied to date exhibit this 
property, suggesting that finite interphase transport 
rates are rarely unimportant in multiphase dispersed 
jets. 

Predicted (LHF and SSF method) and measured 
particle mass fluxes along the axis of the jets are 
illustrated in Fig. 15. This variable is a sensitive 
indicator of the importance of turbulent dispersion of 
particles. LHF predictions overestimate the rate of 
decay of particle mass flux, since ignoring finite-inter- 
phase transport rates overestimates the response of  
the particles to continuous-phase turbulence and, 
thus, turbulent dispersion. The present SSF 
approach, however, provides reasonably good 
estimates of the measurements. 

Typical radial profiles of mean and fluctuating 
particle properties are illustrated in Fig. 16. DSF 
predictions are illustrated for mean properties (the 
only particle properties that this approach provides), 
while LHF and SSF predictions are illustrated for all 
properties. The radial variation of particle mass flux is 
similar to the trends observed in Fig. 7. The substan- 
tial overestimation of  particle dispersion using the 
LHF approach is very evident due to the relatively 
large particles used in these tests. SSF and LHF 
predictions of the radial profiles of normalized mean 
particle velocities fortuitously agree; recall, however, 
that particle velocities along the axis are substantially 
underestimated by the LHF approach; therefore, the 
absolute comparison between LHF predictions and 
measurements is not very good. DSF predictions of 
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mean particle velocities underestimate the measure- 
ments. This is caused by neglecting turbulent disper- 
sion, so that the Particles are confined near the axis of 
the flow. Predictably, the LHF model overestimates 
particle velocity fluctuations due to neglect of slip. 
The SSF predictions of particle velocity fluctuations 
are reasonably good, which is consistent with its re- 
presentation of turbulent particle dispersion. 

An interesting effect seen in Fig. 16 is that particle 
velocity fluctuations are anisotropic, with streamwise 
fluctuations being much larger than radial fluctua- 
tions, even though the analysis used to predict particle 
fluctuations assumes isotropic velocity fluctuations 
for the continuous phase. This is caused by radial 
transport of particles from regions having different 
mean streamwise particle velocities, followed by rela- 
tively slow relaxation to the new state via the indirect 
mechanism of drag from the continuous phase. This 
mechanism is somewhat similar to the phenomena 
causing anisotropic velocity fluctuations in single- 
phase turbulent jets. For the conditions of Fig. 16, the 
SSF approach gives nearly quantitative predictions of 
levels of anisotropy of particle velocity fluctuations; 
however, we shall see that this is not always the case. 

3.3. Nonevaporating Sprays 

Consideration of sprays vastly complicates both 
measurements and predictions, since drop properties 
must be segregated by size. Results from Solomon et 
a/. 32'33 for nonevaporating sprays will be considered 
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since they are reasonably complete. The measure- 
ments involved air atomization of  vacuum pump oil 
(insuring negligible evaporation) to yield a free spray. 
Mean and fluctuating gas-phase velocities were 
measured with an LDA, while drop size and velocity 
distributions were measured using multiflash photo- 
graphy. Mean drop mass flux was measured by isoki- 
netic sampling at the mean streamwise gas velocity. 
The dense-spray region near the injector was not 
considered, due to lack of adequate spatial resolution, 
opacity to optical diagnostics, and the presence of 
irregularly-shaped liquid elements (ligaments, etc.); 
therefore, both measurements and predictions were 
confined to x /d  > 50. 

Initial conditions for separated flow calculations 
were measured at x /d  = 50. Direct measurements 
included mean and fluctuating velocities, Reynolds 
stress and turbulence kinetic energies of the gas phase; 
and mean mass flux, drop size distributions and mean 
and fluctuating streamwise velocities of the liquid 
phase. The e distributions were computed using the 
turbulence model. Initial conditions for LHF calcula- 
tions were prescribed at the jet exit, assuming slug 
flow and following the procedure used for the meas- 
urements of Yuu et al. 25 

Some of the complexities of polydisperse sprays are 
illustrated in Fig. 17. Predicted (DSF and SSF 
methods) and measured mean streamwise drop veloci- 
ties along the axis are plotted as a function of drop 
size and x/d. Drop velocities decrease with both size 
and distance from the injector. At x / d  = 50 and 100, 
drops with dp < 30 #m had velocities up to 30% less 
than the gas velocity while the largest drops had 
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velocities up to twice the has phase value. Far down- 
stream, however, at x/d = 600, velocity differences 
become small--approximating LHF flow. SSF 
predictions in Fig. 17 yield a more rapid deceleration 
than DSF predictions for each drop size. This is due 
to the nonlinearity of the drag law interacting with 
turbulent fluctuations---one of the dispersed-phase/ 
turbulence interactions discussed earlier. The SSF 
method yields better predictions than the DSF 
method, since it uses instantaneous properties and 
only averages over particle groups. O'Rourke and 
Bracco 87 propose an alternative for use with DSF 
analysis, which allows for a nonlinear drag law; 
however, this approach has not been evaluated as yet. 

Predictions (all three models) and measurements of 
mean liquid flux for the nonevaporating sprays are 
illustrated in Fig. 18. An interesting property of these 
results is the extraordinary width of the flow just 
downstream of the dense-spray region at x/d = 50, 
where initial conditions for the separated-flow 
analyses were specified. A single-phase flow, which 
should spread more rapidly than the dispersed-phase, 
would roughly have a concentration profile similar to 
the LHF predictions illustrated in Fig. 18. The spray 
is roughly twice as wide near x/d = 50 and only ap- 
proaches the LHF profile in the far field. The fact that 
the unusual width is associated with the near-injector 
regions suggests a dense-spray mechanism, although 
some unmonitored instability of the injector passage 
cannot be ruled out. Drop collisions and drop 
breakup phenomena, which are frequent in polydis- 
perse dense sprays, could be responsible since this 
provides a means of efficiently converting streamwise 
to radial drop momentum. The phenomenon deserves 
further study since it strongly influences the initial 
conditions of the dilute portion of the spray. 

The unusual width of the dense spray region cannot 
be sustained. As the spray becomes dilute the liquid 
mass flux distributions evolve toward LHF predic- 
tions as x/d increases for the results pictured in Fig. 
18. Effects of turbulent dispersion are significant 
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FIG. 20. Gas-phase velocity fluctuations in a round 
nonevaporating spray. From Solomon et al.  32'33 

during this evolution; therefore, DSF predictions 
show a more rapid narrowing of the flow than SSF 
predictions. The latter are in better agreement with 
measurements. DSF predictions also yield pathologi- 
cal concentrations of drops at radial distances where 
v = 0, e.g. for r/x = 0.064).10 at x/d = 600. This 
behavior was discussed earlier, cf. Section 3.2.1. SSF 
predictions of mean liquid fluxes are also poorer than 
for other properties of these flows. Computations 
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showed that this was due to the very high sensitivity 
of liquid fluxes to uncertainties of initial 
conditions, n,33 

Turbulent dispersion and relative velocities vary 
with drop size; therefore, the size distribution of drops 
changes as the flow develops in polydisperse sprays. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 19, where the Sauter Mean 
Diameter (SMD) along the axis of the nonevaporat- 
ing sprays is plotted as a function of distance from the 
injector exit. The fact that large drops pass through 
the flow more rapidly, and are less influenced by 
turbulent dispersion than small drops, causes a pro- 
gressive increase of SMD along the axis. SSF analysis 
appears to represent this effect reasonably well. 

Effects of turbulence modulation can be seen in the 
predictions and measurements of gas phase velocity 
fluctuations which are plotted in Fig. 20. The present 
continuous-phase anlysis only provides k; therefore, 
velocity fluctuation predictions were obtained 
assuming the usual levels of anisotropy found near the 
axis of single-phase jets, e.g. l t '2:~ '2:~V "2 ~-- k:k/2:k/2, 
cf. Wygnanski and Fiedler :  3 Recall that x/d = 50 is 
the initial condition for predictions, where k is 
matched to the measurements. It is evident that 
measured levels of anisotropy are much larger than 
the usual levels seen in jets at this position near the 
dense-spray region. Farther into the dilute spray 
region, however, effects of drops on turbulence 
properties decrease and anisotropy levels approach 
those of single-phase jets. 

Another effect, attributable to turbulence modula- 
tion, is the relatively low level of turbulent fluctua- 
tions near the dense spray region seen in Fig. 20. This 
is particularly noticeable near the axis of the flow. One 
reason for this behavior is the relatively broad mean 
velocity profiles near the dense spray region, which 
reduces turbulence by shear forces. The predictions 
model this effect, which is not due to turbulence mo- 
dulation, but still overestimate turbulence levels near 
the dense-spray region. Calculations considering tur- 
bulence modulation provide better results. 3z33 The 
empirical constant C~.3, needed in the terms represent- 
ing turbulence modulation in Table 3, is not known 
very well, as noted earlier. Available evidence, 
however, suggests that its value is small, ca. 0.01- 
0.1.37 39 Including the turbulence modulation terms in 
the SSF analysis and using values of  C~3 in this range 
yields reductions in kc, and thus the components of 
velocity fluctuations, which improves the comparison 
between predictions and measurements) 3 The quan- 
titative effect of turbulence modulation in the dilute 
spray region, however, was comparable to uncertain- 
ties in predictions due to uncertainties in initial 
conditions. Thus, the measurements of Solomon et 
al.32 34 are not adequate to definitively study 
turbulence modulation phenomena. 

3.4. Evaporating Sprays 

Solomon et al. 34 extended their work on 

nonevaporating sprays to evaporating sprays, using 
the same apparatus and test methods. Evaporation 
influences scalar properties of  the gas phase; 
therefore, even the separated flow models must 
employ the conserved-scalar formulation. These ex- 
periments involved injection of liquid Freon-11 into 
still air, using an air atomizing injector. 

Initial conditions for LHF calculations were 
specified at the injector exit, assuming slug flow and 
following the procedures used for the measurements 
of Yuu et al. 25 Initial conditons for separated-flow 
calculations were established at x/d  = 50, using 
procedures similar to Solomon et al. 32'33 The total 
mean concentration of Freon-11 was also measured 
including both phases, yielding the mean mass 
fraction of Freon-I 1 vapor from overall conservation 
of mass. Profiles of concentration fluctuations were 
not measured directly; therefore, this parameter was 
estimated using results from the LHF solution. For- 
tunately, predictions were not very sensitive to this 
estimate. 

Measurements of the life histories of stationary 
drops in a well-defined environment were used to 
calibrate the drop transport analysis. This involved 
drops supported on a thermocouple bead and 
subjected to an ambient air flow at several different 
velocities. These test drops were large (,,~ 1000pm 
initial diameter) in comparison to the drops in the test 
sprays; however, operating conditions of the calibra- 
tion tests were selected so that the Reynolds number 
range of the calibration experiments spanned the 
range encountered by drops in the spray. 

Typical results of the calibration experiments are 
illustrated in Fig. 21. On this figure, D denotes drop 
diameter. To match predictions, the parameter # in 
Eq. (23) was taken to be 0.75. The resulting com- 
parison between predicted and measured drop 
diameters as a function of time is seen to be quite 
good. Freon-11 is quite volatile; therefore, the drops 
cool down to a relatively low wet-bulb temperature, 
Tws are also summarized in Fig. 21.; the values agree 
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within experimental uncertainties. However, no un- 
iversality of the matched value of fl should be assumed 
from these results, since the values depend on a 
variety of property calculations which are all subject 
to uncertainties. Instead, calibration results similar to 
Fig. 21 should be used to assess drop-life-history 
calculations wherever possible) 7 

Predicted and measured profiles of total (gas and 
liquid) mean Freon-11 concentrations are illustrated 

in Fig. 22. Similar to the nonevaporating sprays, the 
flow is unusually wide near the dense spray region. 
The behavior is somewhat less pronounced, than for 
nonevaporating sprays, however, since drops rapidly 
evaporate as they reach the edge of the flow--limiting 
their penetration into the surroundings. 

DSF predictions illustrated in Fig. 22 exhibit 
peaked profiles, due to neglect of turbulent dispersion 
of drops. LHF and SSF predictions are in better 
agreement with the measurements. LFH analysis 
yields better results in this case since Freon-11 vapor 
tends to dominate the total concentration measure- 
ments for present test conditions. Gosman and 
Ioannides 83 encountered similar reduced effects of 
turbulent dispersion in connection with evaporating 
and combusting spray measurements of Tishkoff e t  

al.  95 and Founti e t  al .  96 They concluded that effects of 
turbulent dispersion were small in comparison to un- 
certainties in distributions of drop size, velocity and 
direction at the injector exit. If this continues to be the 
case for evaporating and combusting sprays, the more 
extensive computations of SSf analysis could be 
avoided in preference to DSF analysis. However, 
additional study is needed to establish the universality 
of this simplification for practical spray processes. 

Predicted (DSF and SSF analysis) and measured 
SMD along the axis of the sprays are illustrated in 
Fig. 23. For  nonevaporating sprays, SMD increased 
with increasing distance from the injector, cf. Fig. 19, 
due to higher rates of turbulent dispersion of small 
drops. For  evaporating sprays, however, this is coun- 
teracted by drop evaporation, tending to decrease 
drop diameters. Thus, the SMD remains relatively 
constant along the axis until the last stages of drop 
vaporization for these test conditions. These trends 
are represented reasonably well by both theories, 
since SMD is dominated by the largest drops in the 
flow, which have low rates of dispersion. 

Predictions and measurements of gas-phase 
turbulent kinetic energy are illustrated in Fig. 24. 
Effects of turbulence modulation are evident for both 
sprays near x / d  = 50. Spray 1 is more lightly loaded, 
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this results in smaller reductions o f  k levels near the 
dense spray region and more rapid disappearance of 
turbulence modulation effects with increasing 
distance from the injector. These measurements only 
employed amplitude discrimination of the LDA to 
eliminate effects of drops on measurements of gas 
phase properties; therefore, uncertainties are in- 
troduced due to grazing collisions of large drops with 
the measuring volume. Modarress et al., 92 as noted 
earlier, describe an improved phase discrimination 
system for continuous-phase LDA measurements; 
systems like this are recommended for quantitative 
work in the future. Nevertheless, large drops had very 
high slip velocities in the test sprays and it is difficult 
to see how extraneous signals from them could cause 
measurements of reduced turbulence levels. Thus the 
lower levels of k near the dense spray regions of the 
nonevaporating and evaporating sprays provide reas- 
onably good evidence of the effects of turbulence 
modulation. 

3.5. Combus t ing  Sprays  

The combusting spray experiments of Shuen et al. 35 
involved ultra-dilute conditions throughout the flow. 
Initially monodisperse methanol drops were injected 
vertically upward at the base of a methane-fueled 
diffusion flame burning in still air. The methane flame 
had been extensively studied by Jeng and 
coworkers, 51'52'62 establishing predictive methods for 

the flow using the conserved-scalar formalism in con- 
junction with the laminar-flamelet approximation. 
The methanol drops only perturbed this flow; 
therefore, their environment was well known 
throughout the flame. Mean and fluctuating drop 
velocities were measured using LDA; drop sizes were 
measured using flash photography; and drop number 
fluxes were measured using Mie scattering. Drop 
histories to any point in the flow vary due to effects of 
turbulence; therfore, drop sizes are not monodisperse 
at any point other than the exit. This was not con- 
sidered in the measurements: drop properties were 
simply averaged over all sizes at each point. Com- 
putations were averaged in the same manner so that 
predictions and measurements could be compared. 

Only separated flow predictions will be reported in 
the following. For  this ultra-dilute flow, drop proper- 
ties are controlled entirely by interphase transport 
rather than mixing of the flow as a whole; therefore, 
the LHF method indicates that the drops evaporate 
completely very near the injector exit, which is clearly 
erroneous. 

Initial conditions for separated flow analysis were 
measured one injector diameter from the burner exit. 
Mean streamwise velocity and all three components 
of velocity fluctuations were measured for the con- 
tinuous phase. The measured rate of decay of k and 
the value offi yielded e. At the exit, f = 1 and g = 0 
by definition. Drop diameters were constant. Mean 
and fluctuating streamwise and radial drop velocities 
and the drop number flux distribution were measured. 
Mean radial drop velocities were small and were 
estimated. 

Depending on flame stability considerations, a fuel 
drop vaporizing in an oxidizing evironment can have 
several flame configurations, as follows: (1) the 
envelope flame configuration, where the drop is com- 
pletely surrounded by a diffusion flame which is 
consuming its vapor; (2) a side- or wake-flame con- 
figuration, where the envelope flame extinguishes at 
the forward stagnation point but subsequently sta- 
bilizes at a point along the periphery or in the wake of 
the drop; and (3) the evaporation conditions, where 
the drop diffusion flame extinguishes entirety. 8 Drop 
transport rates are highest for the envelope flame 
condition, side flames are infrequently observed since 
they have limited ranges of stability, while wake 
flames and the evaporation configuration yield nearly 
the same drop transport rates. Thus, it is necessary to 
establish the presence or absence of envelope flames in 
order to estimate drop transport rates in combusting 
sprays. 

The possible existence of envelope flames around 
each drop is a controverisal matter for analysis of 
combusting sprays. ~7 Envelope flames are clearly not 
possible in fuel-rich regions but they could be present 
when drops interact with fuel-lean eddies. Szekely and 
Faeth 97 studied drops supported at various positions 
in a turbulent diffusion flame to provided some in- 
formation concerning this issue. They found that dif- 
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ferences in transport rates between evaporating and 
combusting drops were relatively small (less than 10- 
20%) until the mean fuel-equivalence ratio (the local 
fuel-air ratio divided by the stochiometric fuel-air 
ratio, often given as a percentage) of the flame en- 
vironment dropped below 90%. Drops in the tests of 
Shuen e t  a l .  35 penetrated beyond this condition, but 
the following predictions still neglect the effect of 
envelope flames. Additional calculations considering 

envelope flames to be present, for fuel-equivalence 
ratios less than unity, did not indicate significant 
effects of envelope flames. However, this may not 
always be the case. Predictions considering envelope 
flames are problematical since there is very little in- 
formation available concerning their ignition and ex- 
tinction properties in flame environments. ~7 

There are substantial uncertainties in drop-life- 
history calculations in flames due to the wide 
variation of transport properties that are encoun- 
tered. Therefore, calculations used in the separated- 
flow analyses were calibrated using measurements 
based on drops supported in the post-flame region of 
a fiat-flame burner. 35 Similar to the drop evaporation 
calibrations of Solomon, 94 drop sizes and flow veloci- 
ties were chosen in the calibration experiments so that 
the Reynolds number range of the dilute combusting 
spray was covered. The flat-flame burner was fueled 
with methane-air mixtures to simulate the dilute 
spray flame as well. 

Predicted and measured drop life histories are illu- 
strated in Fig. 25, for three fuel-lean equivalence 
ratios: ~b - 0.65, 0.82 and 0.97. Predictions assuming 
envelope flames were present and absent are shown. 
Envelope flames were observed for these conditions 
and the predictions are matched accordingly, 
finding fl = 0.3 in Eq. (23). The resulting comparison 
between predictions and measurements is excellent, 
providing some confidence in individual drop-life- 
history computations used in separated flow analysis 
of the dilute combusting sprays. Similar to the 
findings of Szekely and Faeth, 97 it is evident that there 
is not much difference in computations including or 
ignoring envelope flames for fuel equivalence ratios 
greater than 90%. 

Measurements of mean gas-phase (time averaged) 
and drop (particle-averaged) velocities along the axis 
of the dilute combusting spray are illustrated in Fig. 
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26. Drop velocities for both sprays tested are shown 
along with SSF predictions. Predicted gas velocities 
are Favre-avergaes; however, differences between 
time- and Favre-averaged mean velocities are not very 
large, as noted earlier. Gas velocities are greater than 
drop velocities at the burner exit, but decrease rapidly 
due to mixing with the surroundings. Near the 
injector, drops have significant inertia and their velo- 
cities only increase gradually due to drag from the gas. 
Near the tip of the flame ( x / d  ~ 120); however, drops 
become small and they rapidly approach gas veloci- 
ties. The SSF analysis predicts these trends reasonably 
well. 

Predicted (DSF and SSF methods) and measured 
mean drop number fluxes (both time averages) are 
illustrated in Fig. 27. The initially larger drops have 
wider profiles even though they are less responsive to 
turbulent dispersion. This occurs since they are able to 
penetrate farther into the flame zone before evaporat- 
ing. SSF predictions provide the same ordering of 
spread rates and are in fair agreement with the meas- 
urements. The DSF predictions yield incorrect 
ordering of the spread rates and are not very effective, 
similar to the flows considered earlier. 

Measured (time- and particle averages) and 
predicted (SSF method) phase velocity fluctuations 
along the axis are illustrated in Fig. 28. As before, gas 
velocity fluctuations were computed using the normal 
levels of anisotropy found near the axis of turbulent 
jets while drop velocity predictions result directly 

from the SSF analysis. Predicted gas phase velocity 
fluctuations are Favre-averages while the measure- 
ments are time averages. As noted earlier, Favre 
averages underestimate time-averaged fluctuating 
velocities in flames, by as much as 50% near the flame 
tip. 66 This effect, plus neglect of turbulence/buoyancy 
interactions, is probably responsible for the underes- 
timation of gas-phase velocity fluctuations in Fig. 28, 
particularly near the tip of the flame. 

Particle velocity fluctuations plotted in Fig. 28 
show very high levels of anisotropy, much larger than 
predicted. Radial particle velocity fluctuations are 
predicted reasonably well, which is consistent with the 
satisfactory predictions of turbulent dispersion. 
Streamwise drop velocity fluctuations are substanti- 
ally underestimated, however, probably due to the 
assumption of isotropic turbulence when eddy 
properties are selected for SSF analysis. Use of Favre- 
averaged velocities in the simulation also causes un- 
derestimation of time-averaged velocity fluctuations, 
as noted earlier. Near the burner exit, drop velocity 
fluctuations are small in comparison to the gas phase, 
due to drop inertia. At the end of drop lifetime ( x / d  ca. 
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90-120), however, the remaining small drops can 
respond rapidly and approach flame properties. 

3.6. Particle-Laden Water Jets 

The next dilute dispersed jet that we shall consider 
involves particle-laden water jets injected vertically 
downward in still water, reported by Parthasarathy 
and Faeth. 36 Glass particles were used yielding a 
density ratio of 2.45:1. This density ratio regime is of 
some practical importance, since it is representative of  
portions of high-pressure combusting sprays. Fur- 
thermore, all terms in the B-B-O equation of motion 
of the particles are important. Finally, the increased 
response of particles in liquids, in comparison to 
particles in gases, provides relatively strong interac- 
tion between dispersed- and continuous-phase 
velocity fluctuations, highlighting evaluation of 
effects of anisotropy discussed thus far. 

Two versions of the SSF analysis were considered 
during this study, as follows: (1) the baseline SSF 
analysis, and (2) a version allowing for anisotropy of 
continuous-phase velocity fluctuations when making 
random selection of velocities to determine eddy 
properties. In order to avoid additional approxima- 
tions in the analysis, measurements of anistropy from 
the multi-phase jets were used directly to prescribe 
levels of anistropy. Methods used to select other 
parameters of the stochastic analysis were unchanged 
from the baseline SSF approach. 

The particle laden jet was generated by a long 
length-to-diameter ratio tube, and the flow was nearly 
fully-developed at the tube exit. Phase velocities were 
measured using an LDA. Effects of grazing collisions 
of large particles were avoided when measuring con- 
tinuous-phase velocities by using a phase-discriminat- 
ing LDA configuration along the line of Modarress et 
al. 92 Particle number fluxes were measured using Mie 
scattering, similar to Shuen et al. 35 

Initial conditions for these flows were measured at 
x/d = 8, which was the closest position to the jet exit 
where adequate experimental uncertainties could be 
maintained. Mean and fluctuating phase velocities 
and the continuous-phase Reynolds stress, were 
measured. Dissipation, e, was computed from the 
measured values of k, u'v' and the mean velocity 
gradient using Eq. (3). This position did not provide 
adequate spatial resolution to measure particle 
number fluxes; therefore, particles were assumed to be 
distributed uniformly over the region where they were 
observed. This agreed with the crude observations 
that could be made. Analysis of particle trajectories 
was calibrated using data obtained by the release of 
individual particles in still water. Baseline results were 
also obtained for a pure water jet from the same 
injector. The continuous-phase analysis was in good 
agreement with the baseline water jet measurements. 

Predictions obtained using the baseline SSF 
approach were in reasonably good agreement with the 
measurements over the region of the flow measured, 
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FIG. 29. Radial variation of mean and fluctuating properties 
in a particle-laden round turbulent water jet. From Part- 

hasarathy and Faeth. 36 

x/d < 40, for all test conditions. LHF predictions 
were reasonably good in regions where relative veloci- 
ties were small in comparison to continuous-phase 
velocities, e.g. small x/d near the axis. 

Predictions and measurements of particle velocities 
from this study are particularly interesting. A portion 
of these results is illustrated in Fig. 29. LHF predic- 
tions of mean particle velocity at the axis were not 
very good, since relative velocities are significant in 
comparison to liquid velocities at this position. 
Results plotted in Fig. 29 show further increases in 
errors for predictions of mean particle velocities near 
the edge of the flow. Due to the method of normaliz- 
ing the results plotted in Fig. 29, LHF predictions of 
particle velocity fluctuations appear to be reasonably 
good. Absolute agreement is not very good for the 
LHF method, however, due to deficiencies in predic- 
tion of centerline particle velocities, noted earlier. It 
can be seen that the anisotropic SSF (SSF-EXT) 
approach provides reasonably good predictions of 
streamwise particle velocity fluctuations, yielding a 
significant improvement over the baseline approach 
(SSF-BASE). This was accomplished with little 
effective change in estimates of turbulent dispersion, 
since continuous-phase flow properties near the edge 
of the jet dominate particle spread rates. The con- 
tinuous-phase flow is nearly isotropic near the edge of 
the flow, corresponding to the assumptions used in 
past evaluations of the SSF approach. Thus, the effect 
of anisotropy is secondary with respect to turbulent 
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dispersion for the test results summarized in Table 1. 
This may not always be the case, however, and more 
complete analysis of continuous-phase turbulence 
properties, incorporating predictions of local aniso- 
tropy, appears to be warranted. 
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3.7. Bubbly Jets 

3.7.1. Measurements of Sun and Faeth 37'3s 

Present methods of analysis were largely developed 
for particle-laden jets and sprays; therefore, bubbly 
jets provide a challenging test of the approach. In this 
case, bubble inertia is negligible while virtual mass 
and Basset history forces are important. Thus, con- 
sidering such flows provides an additional indication 
of the robustness of the analysis as well as insights 
gained by studying multiphase turbulent jets from a 
different perspective. 

Two bubbly jet studies will be considered, as 
follows: (1) noncondensing bubbly jets, reported by 
Sun and Faeth; 37'38 and (2) condensing bubbly jets 
reported by Sun et al .  39 These studies were conducted 
using the same apparatus. The noncondensing bubbly 
jets, considered in this section, involved nearly mon- 
odispersed air bubbles in water, injected vertically 
upward in still water. Mean and fluctuating phase 
velocities were measured using LDA. Initial 
conditions for these flows were measured and pres- 
cribed at x/d = 8, similar to Parthasarathy and 
Faeth. 31 

Fig. 30 is an illustration of predicted (LHF, DSF 
and SSF methods) and measured mean bubble veloci- 

ties along the axis. The Case I, II and III jets involved 
initial volume fractions of bubbles of 2.4, 4.8 and 
9.1%. DSF and SSF predictions are similar in this 
case. LHF calculations were initiated at the jet exit 
and are similar to continuous-phase velocities, while 
the separated flow computations were initiated at 
x/d = 8, as noted earlier. Bubble velocities are lower 
than liquid velocities (represented by LHF predic- 
tions) near the injector due to the bubble formation 
system. Far  from the injector, however, bubble veloci- 
ties are greater than liquid velocities due to effects of 
buoyancy. Both separated-flow analyses represent 
this trend reasonably well. 

Additional measurements of bubble phase proper- 
ties will be deferred until the condensing bubbly jets 
are considered, since these measurements yield con- 
clusions similar to the noncondensing flow and are 
more complete. Continuous-phase properties will be 
emphasized here, since the noncondensing bubbly jet 
experiments involved higher initial gas volume 
fractions than the condensing bubbly jets, which 
highlights effects of turbulence modulation. 

Predicted (LHF and SSF methods) and measured 
continuous-phase velocities and the Reynolds stress 
for the Case I and III bubbly jets are illustrated in Figs 
31 and 32. Estimates of velocity fluctuations were 
obtained from the predictions assuming the levels of 
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anisotropy observed near the centerline of single- 
phase jets, 53 e.g. ~2:v'2 = k:k/2.  The agreement 
between predictions and measurements is within ex- 
perimental uncertainties for both the LHF and SSF 
methods. Near the axis of the Case I jet, levels of 
anisotropy are similar to single-phase jets. Turbulent 
fluctuations become more isotropic near the edge of 
the flow, which is also observed in single-phase je ts)  3 
However, the Case III jet, which is more heavily- 
loaded with bubbles, has significantly higher levels of 
anisotropy at the axis. Levels of anisotropy increased 
consistently with increasing distance from the injector 
and with increasing initial bubble loading. 3s 

The increased anisotropy observed in Figs 31 and 
32 was attributed to effects of turbulence modula- 
tion. as With increasing distance from the injector, the 
relative velocity between the phases becomes large in 
comparison to the maximum continuous-phase 
velocity, cf. Fig. 30, recalling that LHF predictions 
roughly correspond to continuous-phase velocities. 
Thus, turbulence generated by bubble drag tends to 
dominate shear prduction processes in the con- 
tinuous-phsae, particularly near the axis where con- 
ventional turbulence production is small. The tur- 
bulence modulation terms of  Table 2 were tested to 
see if they could represent this effect. A better match 
of predictions and measurements in Figs 31 and 32 

was achieved, but other difficulties were encountered 
which will be discussed in connection with condensing 
bubbly jets. Definitive evaluation of the turbulence 
modulation terms could not be obtained in any event, 
since the effect was comparable to experimental un- 
certainties. The results suggest that measurements of 
turbulence modulation can be obtained in dilute 
dispersed flows with reasonable accuracy, however, 
by simply choosing conditions where relative veloci- 
ties between the phases are large in comparison to 
continuous-phase velocities. 

3.7.2. Measurements  o f  Sun et al. ~9 

This study employed the same apparatus as Sun 
and Faeth. 37'38 Methods of defining initial conditions 
and calibrating the bubble-life-history analysis were 
also the same. The condensing bubbly jets involved 
nearly monodisperse carbon dioxide bubbles in water, 
injected vertically upward in still water. The carbon 
dioxide dissolves in the water while dissolved air 
comes out of solution and accumulates in the bubbles. 
Thus, the bubbles never entirely disappear but reach 
terminal diameters roughly 20% of their initial 
diameter. Mean and fluctuating phase velocities were 
measured using LDA. Bubble diameters and number 
intensities were measured using flash photography. 
Bubble number intensity is defined as the number of 
bubbles along a cord-like path through the flow, per 
unit cross-sectional area of the path. This quantity 
can be related to the local void fraction of the flow 
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and is easily computed from the analysis for com- 
parison with measurements. The advantage of bubble 
number intensity is that it is less subject to experi- 
mental error than its deconvolution to give local void 
fractions. 39 

Typical predicted (LHF, DSF and SSF methods) 
and measured bubble number intensities for a con- 
densing bubbly jet are illustrated in Fig. 33. In spite of 
the almost complete reversal of  the phase densities, 
these results are very similar to the particle-laden jet 
results of  Yuu et al., ilustrated in Fig. 7. In general, 
the LHF and DSF methods over- and underestimate 
the extent of the bubble-containing region. For the 
bubbly jet, however, relative velocities are small near 
the injector and the LHF analysis provides fair 
predictions at the lowest axial station. The SSF 
method, however, provides reasonably good predic- 
tions of the transition between near-LHF conditions, 
in the vicinity of the injector, to the region where 
turbulent dispersion is important, at x/d  = 60. 

Typical measurements and predictions of bubble 
velocities are illustrated in Fig. 34. Predictions of the 
LHF and SSF analyses are shown, although LHF 
results closely correspond to the properties of  the 
continuous phase. LHF predictions of fluctuating 
properties were found using the anisotopic ratios near 
the axis of single-phase jets. 53 SSF predictions were 

obtained directly from the calculations, averaged over 
all bubble sizes, similar to the measurements. DSF 
predictions of mean velocities were the same as SSF 
predictions, but this approach predicted a narrower 
two-phase region (ending at the arrow) as seen from 
Fig. 33. The DSF method provides no information 
concerning bubble velocity fluctuations. 

Separated flow predictions of mean velocities are 
reasonably good. However, due to low liquid-phase 
velocities, relative velocities between the phases are 
significant due to effects of buoyancy; therefore, LHF 
predictions underestimate mean velocities. LHF 
predictions of bubble velocity fluctuations are in for- 
tuitously good agreement with the measurements, in 
view of the poor predictions of mean velocities used to 
normalize the data. SSF predictions of bubble 
velocity fluctuations, however, tend to underestimate 
the measurements--particularly the streamwise 
component. 

Two explanations were advanced for discrepancies 
between SSF predictions and measurements of bubble 
velocity fluctuations. 39 First of all, the assumption of 
monodisperse initial bubble sizes is not exact and slip 
velocities are strongly dependent on bubble size. This 
accounts for about half the discrepancy. The other 
factor is the isotropic turbulence assumption when 
randomly selecting eddy properties in SSF simula- 
tions, which has been discussed earlier. In the present 
case, bubbles respond rapidly to their local environ- 
ment; thus effects of anisotropy of the continuous 
phase are substantial. This behavior is not represented 
by stochastic predictions, which are nearly isotropic, 
and are quite different from the particle-laden gas jet 
results in Section 3.2.5. The reason for this is the rapid 
adjustment of bubbles to local conditions in com- 
parison to particles in gases. As a result, the assump- 
tion of isotropic turbulence in the stochastic analysis 
dominates the analysis of the bubble/turbulence in- 
teraction and causes the streamwise bubble velocity 
fluctuations to be underestimated when using the 
baseline approach--similar  to results in Fig. 29 for 
particle-laden water jets. 

Effects of turbulence modulation were also 
observed during this study, similar to those discussed 
in connection with Figs 31 and 32. This prompted a 
more extensive consideration of  use of the turbulence 
modulation terms of the SSF analysis, listed in Table 
3. Similar to the noncondensing bubbly jet study, use 
of these terms, with C~3 < 0.2, yielded improved 
predictions of continuous-phase velocity fluctuations, 
near the axis, when plotted like Figs 31 and 32. 
Including effects of turbulence modulation also 
increased the turbulent dispersion of bubbles in the 
region far from the injector. This improved the com- 
parison between predicted and measured bubble 
number intensities far from the injector, where the 
baseline approach, illustrated in Fig. 33, is seen to 
underestimate the measurements. However, predic- 
tions of rates of spread and turbulence levels (near the 
edge of the bubble-containing region) of the con- 
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tinuous-phase were overestimated as a result--par-  
ticularly for non-zero values of C,3. 

These effects of the turbulence-modulation terms of 
Table 3 follow from the strong contribution of the 
bubble source term in the k equation, which does not 
involve an empirical constant aside from neglecting 
the term entirely in the present simplified analysis. 
The difficulty appears to involve the multiple 
turbulent length scales introduced by the bubble 
phase. Contributions of bubbles to turbulence occur 
at smaller scales than the energy-containing range of 
the continuous phase. Thus bubble-generated tur- 
bulence enters the turbulent eddy cascade at small 
scales and dissipates more rapidly, tending to contri- 
bute less to turbulence properties important for 
mixing than is implied by the bubble source term in 
the k equation. It appears that properly treating 
effects of turbulence modulation must consider the 
turbulence spectrum of the continuous phase and the 
spectrum of turbulence generated by the relative 
motion of the dispersed phase. This aspect of tur- 
bulence modulation will be considered in Section 4, 
while alternative methods of modeling the effect will 
be discussed in Section 5. 

4. TURBULENCE MODULATION 

4.1. Background 

Results for dilute dispersed flows considered thus 
far have highlighted effects of turbulent dispersion, 
and to a lesser degree, effects of nonlinear phase 
interactions. The findings suggest that turbulent dis- 
persion is important and should be considered during 
comprehensive analysis of dilute dispersed flows.* 
The baseline stochastic-separated-flow analysis, 
described in Section 2.6, has demonstrated encourag- 
ing capabilities to treat effects of turbulence disper- 
sion for dilute dispersed jets. The evaluation has 
ranged from particles (drops) in gases to bubbles in 
liquids. Results considered thus far, however, have 
not shed much light on effects of turbulence modula- 
tion, since the dilute dispersed flows that were studied 
only exhibited effects of turbulence modulation on the 
same order as experimental and theoretical uncertain- 
ties. Limited attempts to use the approach sum- 
marized in Table 3 to treat turbulence modulation, 
however, were not very Successful.  3t~39 In this section 
we consider past work which directly studied tur- 
bulence modulation, to gain a better understanding of 
potential sources of the difficulty. This background 
will then be used in Section 5, to help interpret several 
proposals for treating turbulence modulation in com- 
prehensive analysis of  dispersed flows. 

*Effects of turbulent dispersion appear to be diminished in 
rapidly evaporating sprays, based on the findings of Gosman 
and Ioannides 83 and Solomon et al. 34 Therefore, it may prove 
possible to ignore turbulent dispersion for engineering cal- 
culations in some circumstances. 

Recall that a narrow definition of turbulence mo- 
dulation is being used here, namely, that the 
phenomenon is a direct effect of the dispersed phase 
on the turbulence properties of the continuous phase. 
This excludes indirect effects, where the presence of 
the dispersed phase modifies mean velocities of the 
continuous phase, and thus, processes of turbulence 
production and dissipation within the continuous 
phase itself. Such indirect effects are considered by tbe 
baseline analysis of Section 2.6. Instead, we are 
focussing on direct effects, such as turbulence within 
the wakes of dispersed phase elements and effects of 
the dispersed phase on the eddy structure of the con- 
tinuous phase, i.e. on its energy spectrum, due to 
preferential interaction of the dispersed phase with 
eddies having a particular size. 

Although turbulence modulation was not included 
in the predictions illustrated in Figs 5-34, its effects 
were observed in a portion of the experimental results. 
One change in continuous-phase turbulence proper- 
ties, attributed to turbulence modulation, was 
reduced turbulence intensities and greater anisotropy 
of the turbulence in the vicinity of dense dispersed 
flows, cf. Fig. 20. Another was increased turbulence 
intensities in dilute regions of dispersed flows, when 
relative velocities between the phases were large in 
comparison to the velocity of the continuous phase, 
cf. Figs 31 and 32. For  such conditions, effects of 
continuous-phase shear on turbulence properties 
become small in comparison to dispersed-phase in- 
teractions associated with turbulence modulation. 
Naturally, changes in continuous-phase turbulence 
properties can influence mixing and turbulent disper- 
sion, particularly if the large-scale eddies which 
dominate these processes are affected. Thus, tur- 
bulence modulation is a key issue for achieving a 
better understanding of dilute dispersed flows. 

Potential effects of turbulence modulation have 
been recognized for some time. Owen 98'99 and Hinze 2 
review early work on the problem, in connection with 
measurements reported by Hino ~°° and Kada and 
Hanratty. ~°~ The degree to which experimentally- 
observed changes in turbulence structure in these 
studies were due to direct turbulence-modulation, 
however, is questionable. Theoretical considerations 
of turbulence modulation include the work of 
Kuchanov and Levich ~°2 who analyzed the motion of 
a particle in homogeneous isotropic turbulence, at the 
Stokes limit, showing that energy dissipation due to 
particle lag can exceed viscous dissipation at large 
particle loadings. Owen 99 reached a similar conclusion 
after consideration of particle response to the motion 
of the fluid. 

Hinze 2 describes several mechanisms of turbulence 
modulation, as follows: (1) an effect due to locally 
increased shear rates in the continuous phase, 
modifying the turbulent energy-spectrum of the con- 
tinuous-phase in the wave number range correspond- 
ing to the distance between elements of the dispersed 
phase; (2) effects due to turbulence in the wakes of 
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individual elements of the dispersed phase, modifying 
the turbulent energy spectrum of the continuous- 
phase in the wave number range corresponding to the 
size of the dispersed-phase elements; (3) effects due to 
the volume occupied by the dispersed phase; and (4) 
the action of groups of particles upon the flow pattern 
of the continuous phase. The third effect is small in 
dilute dispersed flows, since dispersed-phase volume 
fractions are generally < 1%, while the fourth effect is 
an indirect effect which is not turbulence modulation 
under the present narrow definition of  the 
phenomenon; therefore, we shall concentrate on the 
first two effects in the following. 

Hinze 2 suggests that the dispersed phase should 
influence the turbulence energy spectrum of  the con- 
tinuous phase in wave number ranges corresponding 
to the size and spacing of dispersed-phase elements. 
This generally corresponds to the high wave-number 
range of the spectrum of  the continuous phase. Effects 
at wave numbers near the size of  dispersed-phase 
elements are expected, since this is a representative 
scaling parameter for their near-wake turbulence. 
Effects at the scale of the spacing of dispersed-phase 
elements result from perturbation of mean shear rates 
at this length due to the motion of elements of  the 
dispersed phase. 2 Furthermore, growing length scales 
in the wakes of dispersed-phase elements are probably 
limited to scales on the order of element spacing as 
well, due to incoherent merging of adjacent wakes. 

Modification of the turbulent energy spectrum of 
the continuous phase at high wave numbers implies 
greater dissipation rates than a single-phase flow 
having comparable mean flow-properties. 2 This ob- 
servation is supported by the findings of Owen, 99 
Hino ~°° and Kada and Hanratty. 1°~ as well as the 
direct analysis of Al Taweel and Landau 23 to be con- 
sidered in Section 4.2. 

The influence of turbulence modulation on other 
turbulence properties of the continuous phase, 
however, is more system dependent. For  example, 
with increased loading of the dispersed phase, 
Solomon et al. 32 34 and Owen 99 find reduced tur- 
bulence intensities; Sun and Faeth, 37'3s Sun et al., 39 
Hino ~°° and Kada and Hanratty 1°~ find increased tur- 
bulence intensities; while Hetsroni and Sokolov 55 find 
little effect on turbulence intensities. Increases and 
decreases of continuous-phase turbulence intensity 
can be rationalized by considering whether the 
dispersed phase is moving faster or slower than the 
continuous phase. Observation of no change in tur- 
bulence intensities can result when dispersed-phase/ 
continuous-phase interactions are limited to high 
wave numbers and don't  influence the large energy- 
containing eddies which dominate evaluation of 
properties like turbulence intensity. 2 The results of 
Hetsroni and Sokolov 55 could also be an artifact of 
their experimental technique. These measurements 
have been questioned due to effects of impaction of 
the dispersed phase (drops) on the hot wire used to 
measure continuous-phase turbulence proper- 
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Experimental difficulties aside, Hinze 2 concludes 
that no generalization concerning effects of  tur- 
bulence modulation on continuous-phase turbulence 
properties is possible. The specific properties of each 
dispersed flow must be considered. Clearly, elements 
that are important include the wave number range of 
the energy-containing eddies, the microscale of the 
continuous phase having the same mean shear but 
without the presence of  the dispersed phase, and the 
wave number range directly influenced by turbulence 
modulation, e.g. the scales of dispersed-phase element 
size and spacing. Obviously, there are many possibili- 
ties for the relative locations of these scales. Further- 
more, the relative magnitude of turbulence modula- 
tion is influenced by the mean shear of the continuous 
phase, which affects conventional turbulence 
processes, as well as the loading of the dispersed 
phase. Thus, any given set of experiments can only 
provide anecdotal information. In this sense, tur- 
bulence modulation is much like effects of  turbulent 
dispersion, where the properties change with position 
even in a given flow, and certainly from one flow to 
another. 

4.2. Modulation o f  Turbulence Spectra 

Examining the response of  the dispersed phase to 
turbulence fluctuations of the continuous phase 
provides insight concerning aspects of turbulence mo- 
dulation. Such considerations are frequently incor- 
porated into proposals for treating turbulence mo- 
dulation in the context of a continuous-phase tur- 
bulence model. These proposals will be considered in 
Section 5. In the following, response properties are 
discussed, based on the analysis of A1 Taweel and 
Landau. 23 

The analysis ofAl  Taweel and Landau 23 proceeds in 
two steps. The first considers the response of an 
isolated dispersed-phase element to sinusoidal oscilla- 
tions of its surrounding continuous phase. The second 
uses Koimogorov's concept of spectral energy 
transfer to evaluate continuous phase energy dissipa- 
tion due to the finite response of  the dispersed phase. 

The response analysis follows A1 Taweel and 
Carley) °4 This involves determining the response of 
an individual dispersed phase element (taken to be a 
sphere) to sinusoidal oscillations of the velocity of a 
constant property continuous phase, assuming neglig- 
ible relative velocity between the phases in the mean. 
Analysis was limited to the linear (Stokes) flow 
regime, considering the complete B-B-O equation of 
motion (Eq. 15) with An -- 1, but using the Stokes 
expression for virtual mass of an oscillating particle. 
The response was characterized by the amplitude 
ratio and phase lag of particle and fluid velocities, as 
a function of the dimensionless frequency of oscilla- 
tion of the continuous phase. The continuous-phase 
oscillation frequency was represented by the vibration 
number, defined as follows: 
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Nvib = cod2p /v. (24) 

Typical results of the response analysis of Al 
Taweel and Landau 23 are illustrated in Fig. 35. The 
normalized deviation of the dispersed phase velocity 
from the continuous-phase velocity, averaged over a 
period of oscillation, RN is defined as follows: 

RZu = (u' - u~)2 /fi '2. (25) 

This quantity is plotted as a function of Nvib for oil 
droplets in air and air bubbles in water in Fig. 35. At 
low frequencies, the dispersed-phase closely follows 
the continuous phase and RN ~ 0. With increasing 
frequency, however, the motion of the two phases 
deviates and R N increases. The magnitude of the 
deviation also depends on the density ratio of the 
phases; therefore, deviation begins at lower values of 
Nvib for oil drops in air (a large phase~lensity ratio) 
than for the more responsive air bubbles in water (a 
small phase~lensity ratio). Noting that the rate of 
energy dissipation per particle by this mechanism is 
the product of the drag force and relative velocity, 
averaged over a period of oscillation, yields the 
following average rate of energy dissipation per unit 
volume: 

-t2 2 2 ~p = 18W#0u RN/(dpOp) (26) 

where W is the mass of dispersed phase per unit mass 
of  the continuous phase. 

The expression for ~p in Eq. (26) was used to 
determine the effect of a dispersed phase on the 
turbulent energy spectrum. The approach employed a 
generalization of Onsager's 1°5 cascade model for 
turbulent spectra due to Corrsin) °6 The analysis 
considers locally isotropic turbulence, noting that 
eddies of any wave number, K = to/fi', receive energy 
from larger eddies, dissipating a portion of it by 
viscous dissipation and interaction between the 
phases, and transferring the remainder to eddies 
having higher wave numbers. Using Eq. (26) to 
represent dissipation due to phase interactions, the 
following expression is found for the turbulence 
spectrum (e.g. the fraction of turbulent energy asso- 
ciated with K, E(K): 

E(K) = CE2/3K -5/3 
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FIG. 35. Response of dispersed-phase particles to sinusoidal 
continuous-phase velocity fluctuations. From A1 Taweel and 

Landau. 23 

where 

exp { -  3 (K~l)4/3 _ {36~Wp~ 

K dK} x f K 5/3RN(K)2 
0 

(27) 

F] = (Y3 /E)I/4 ( 2 8 )  

is the Kolmogorov microscale, ¢ is an empirically- 
determined spectrum constant having a value of ~ 3/ 
2, and RN(K) is evaluated at wavenumber K = co/fi'. 

The first term on the RHS of Eq. (27) is due to 
conventional viscous dissipation, leaving the K 5/3 
dependence in the inertial subrange (at small values of 
K) where viscous effects are not important. 1°6 Pao 1°7 
finds this expression using a similar argument for 
single-phase flow. The second term on the RHS of Eq. 
(27) represents the effect of turbulence modulation. 
This term can be evaluated from the response 
function solution for RN, although iteration is 
required to find e when turbulence modulation is 
significant. 23 If RN is set equal to unity, the analysis 
corresponds to a flow containing large particles that 
do not respond to turbulent fluctuations. Eq. (27) 
then reduces to a form very similar to that found by 
Baw and Peskin, x°8 for this limit. 

A1 Taweel and Landau 23 compare Eq. (27) with 
measurements of energy spectra of the continuous 
phase for the particle-laden jet (oil drops in air) ex- 
periments of Hetsroni and Sokolov. 55 The com- 
parison was encouraging; however, this confirmation 
is questionable due to errors in experimental results 
caused by drop impaction on the hot-wire sensors 
used during the s tudy--noted earlier. 

Some general results concerning effects of particles 
on continuous-phase turbulence spectra are reported 
in a later study by AI Taweel and Landau]  °9 Figures 
36 and 37 are representative findings of this study. 
Effects of particles in a fully developed turbulent flow 
within a round duct are considered, with single-phase 
spectra based on the measurements of Laufer. "° 
Spectra vary across the duct, the position considered 
is near the wall of the duct, (d - 2r)/d = 0.0082. 
Eulerian spectra were used, rather than Lagrangian 
spectra following a particle implied by the analysis, 
for lack of an alternative; however, the two spectra 
are similar for fully-developed, homogeneous 
flOW. 24'111 Results were computed for sand particles 
having a density ratio Op/O = 2050 with respect to air. 
The response function for these particles is similar to 
that of oil drops in air, illustrated in Fig. 35. 

The plots in Figs 36 and 37 show that the presence 
of particles damps turbulent fluctuations, particularly 
at high-wave numbers where the particles cannot 
respond quickly enough to follow the flow. Results in 
Fig. 36 show that effects of turbulence modulation 
increase with increased particle loading for a fixed 
particle size. In Fig. 37, the effect of particle size is 
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FIG. 36. Predicted effect of solids loading on turbulence 
modulation for a fixed particle size. Numbers on curves 
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considered, keeping the particle loading ratio 
constant at W = 0.1. At low wave numbers, the small 
particles cause less damping than large particles, since 
they respond more rapidly to the fluctuations of the 
flow. At  high wave numbers, however, small particles 
result in increased damping. For  the conditions 
shown, all particle sizes have RN ~ 1 at high wave 
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FIG. 37. Predicted effect of particle size on turbulence 
modulation for a fixed solids loading. From A1 Taweel and 

Landau? °9 
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numbers; thus, this effect is due to the greater surface 
area available with small particles at the same mass 
loading, i.e. the a~ dependence of the turbulence mo- 
dulation term in Eq. (27). 

It is also evident from Figs 36 and 37, and anti- 
cipated by Hinze, 2 that the large-scale energy contain- 
ing eddies are not strongly influenced by the presence 
of particles for these conditions. In jets, the large-scale 
eddies are primarily responsible for mixing and for 
effects of dispersion; therefore, modification of tur- 
bulence properties at high wave numbers due to tur- 
bulence modulation should not have a significant 
influence on these properties. Thus, a simple model of 
turbulent dispersion which does not consider the dif- 
ference in scale between the energy-containing eddies 
and those which are damped by turbulence modula- 
tion, like the approach summarized in Table 3, is 
unlikely to be successful. This probably accounts for 
the difficulties encountered with this approach when 
applied to bubbly jets, discussed earlier. Proposals for 
overcoming this difficulty will be considered in the 
next section. 

The approach described by A1 Taweel and 
Landau 23 provides an interesting perspective on 
effects of turbulence modulation; however, their study 
has several limitations with respect to practical 
dispersed flows. First of all, the analysis is limited to 
relative oscillatory velocities within the linear Stokes 
regime, with negligible relative velocities between the 
phases in the mean. We have seen that such conditions 
are rarely found in practical dispersed flows, where 
effects of relative velocities are generally important 
and dispersed-phase Reynolds numbers are on the 
order of 100 (which is well beyond the Stokes regime). 
Thus, the response functions are used by AI Taweel 
and Landau 23 are not appropriate for these 
conditions. Rather, we are faced with potentially lar- 
ge-scale velocity fluctuations superimposed on a large 
mean relative velocity. Nagaraj and Gray ~12 suggest a 
change in the response formulation to account for 
non-Stokesian fluctuations; however, they do not 
report results of such analysis. 

A second limitation of the turbulence modulation 
analysis of Al Taweel and Landau 23 also relates to 
their neglect of dispersed-phase relative velocities in 
the mean. By this assumption, effects of growing 
wakes, due to particle motion, are not considered, 
although they clearly would modify the turbulence 
spectrum. Merging of these wakes on scales related to 
particle spacing is another aspect of the problem that 
cannot be considerd in the single-particle formalism 
considered in Ref. 23. In a sense, the crude approach 
for treating turbulence modulation, summarized in 
Table 3, attempts to treat such effects in a global way. 
However, this method does not account for the 
important effects of scale highlighted by the analysis 
of A1 Taweel and Landau 23 and also clearly cannot 
address structural details of the continuous-phase tur- 
bulence, like its spectra. In view of the difficulties 
involved in the analysis of turbulence modulation for 
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conditions relevant to practical dispersed flows, ex- 
perimental information ranging from near LHF 
conditions (in the mean) to typical slip conditions (for 
various particle loadings and spacings), would be 
most helpful for gaining a better understanding of 
turbulence modulation. 

5. ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS OF DILUTE DISPERSED 

FLOW 

5.1. Introduction 

The SSF analysis described in Section 2.6 has 
provided a unified, baseline approach to the dilute 
dispersed flows considered thus far. Several other 
methods have been proposed to treat such flows, 
however, and no review would be complete without 
considering them. A sample of recent analyses will be 
considered in this section. Dispersed-phase/ 
turbulence interactions will be emphasized, par- 
ticularly turbulence modulation, since many of these 
analyses incorporate more elaborate methods to treat 
this phenonmenon than have been discussed thus far. 

The discussion will begin with analyses using the 
interpenetrating-continua formulation, since most 
work to date considering turbulence modulation has 
adopted this approach. The section concludes with 
discussion of recent discrete-element analyses which 
treat turbulence modulation. 

5.2. Interpenetrating-Continua Analyses 

5.2.1. Introduction 

The method of interpenetrating continua has 
recently been reviewed by Drew, 2~ therefore, the 
details of this approach will be omitted. Use of the 
interpenetrating continua formulation is particularly 
convenient when the dispersed phase is monodisperse. 
At this condition, the number of equations to be 
integrated is only roughly twice that of a single-phase 
flow. Furthermore, numerical solution of all the 
equations can proceed in a similar manner, avoiding 
the interaction problems of two different types of 
formulations, and bookkeeping problems for the 
dispersed phase, encountered in the Eulerian/Lagran- 
gian formulation of discrete-element analysis. The 
approach also provides a convenient formalism for 
treating turbulence-modulation, which has attracted a 
number of workers interested in this phenomenon. 

The method of interpenetrating continua also has 
several deficiencies which must be kept in mind when 
considering its use. Recall that this approach requires 
auxiliary information concerning the turbulent dif- 
fusivity of the dispersed phase. This is a serious limita- 
tion since turbulent dispersion is very complex, e.g. 
particle properties, turbulence properties and the 
relative velocities of the phases are all involved, which 
makes universal correlation of dispersion a monu- 

mental task. Another problem is the proliferation of 
continua, all requiring solution of full sets of 
governing equations, when polydisperse flows, or 
flows involving heating and phase changes of the 
dispersed-phase, are considered. A more fundamental 
difficulty involves application of continuum concepts 
to a dilute-dispersed phase, which can result in embar- 
rassingly large incremental volumes for this 
component of the flow, cf. Marble, 6 Lumley 7 and 
Drew. 21 

5.2.2. Mixing-length methods 

The analyses considered in the following were all 
limited to monodisperse dispersed phases. The 
methods can be distinguished by the approach used 
to treat continuous-phase turbulence properties, e.g. 
mixing-length methods, one-equation methods, and 
higher-order methods. We begin with mixing-length 
methods such as Melville and Bray ~°3 and Michael- 
ides. H3 The following discussion will be limited to the 
work of Melville and Bray, 1°3 which is representative 
of the genre, since dilute dispersed jets were con- 
sidered with particular reference to the measurements 
of Laats and Frishman. 28'29 

Melville and Bray ~°3 develop their analysis for 
conditions where interphase slip is small, employing 
constant eddy diffusivities for the momentum 
exchange of each phase and particle transport. The 
turbulent diffusivity of the continuous phase was 
corrected for the presence of the dispersed phase, 
considering two methods: (1) an approach due to 
Owen, 99 assuming complete response of the dispersed 
phase to turbulent fluctuations; and (2) and approach 
due to Abramovich. 114'H5 They develop an expression 
for the eddy diffusivity based on an early result of 
Meek and Jones, H6 that the ratio of turbulent kinetic 
energies of the dispersed and continuous phases in 
homogeneous isotropic turbulence is kp/k = TL/ 
(TL + tp), where TL is the streamwise Lagrangian 
integral time scale of the continuous phase, and tp is 
the characteristic linear (Stokesian) response time of 
dispersed-phase elements, as follows: 

tp = d~(2Op/O + 1)/36v. (30) 

They also find that the ratio of the eddy diffusivities 
of the two phases is the same as k/kp. The turbulent 
mass diffusivity of the dispersed phase is then 
computed by assuming a constant turbulent Schmidt 
number of 0.7. 

Clearly, effects of turburlence modulation are 
dispersed throughout the formulation with this 
approach, making assessment of the various ap- 
proximations very difficult. The predictions were 
compared with the measurements of Laats and 
Frishman, zS'z9 with some success, but the generality of 
the approach has not been established. In fact 
Melville and Bray ~°3 suggest that methods incorporat- 
ing higher-order turbulence closure should be con- 
sidered for improved analysis of dispersed flows. 
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Most subsequent workers have adopted this sugges- 
tion. 

5.2.3 One-equation methods 

Danon et al. 117 describe a one-equation (k-length 
scale) model for two-phase jets, also at the limit of 
small relative velocities between the phases. The pres- 
cription for the length scale was not modified from 
normal use in single-phase constant-density jets. 
However, a particle source term was included in the 
governing equation for turbulence kinetic energy, in a 
manner which partially compensated for particle 
inertia. The analysis was evaluated using the data of 
Hetsroni and Sokolov. 55 The basic analysis was not in 
good agreement with the measurements, and could 
only be fitted by attributing unusually large effects of 
turbulence modulation to the dispersed flow. Later, it 
became evident that much of the difficulty was due to 
errors in the measurements, discussed earlier. ~7 
However, the approach of Ref. 117 has not been 
subsequently evaluated using more recent measure- 
ments. 

5.2.4 Higher-order methods 

Genchev and Karpuzov lIB consider particle-laden 
flow in a pipe using a two-equation model of  tur- 
bulence. This involved modeled governing equations 
for k and the turbulence length scale, along the lines 
of Harlow and Nakayama.H9 The two-phase flow was 
limited to conditions where the dispersed phase com- 
pletely responds to the mean (large-scale) motion, 
fi; = fie;, but does not follow the large wave-number 
fluctuations of the turbulence, i.e. u~u'p; ~ u--~. 
Relative velocities at high wave numbers were 
assumed to be small; therefore, drag was computed at 
the linear (Stokes) limit. Typical of two-equation 
models, the dispersed-phase source term in the k 
equation was formally exact; however, the analogous 
term in the other equation (representing the dissipa- 
tion length scale in this case) had to be modeled--  
introducing an unknown empirical constant. The dis- 
cussion of Section 4.2 suggests that the turbulence 
modulation 'terms are oversimplified by this 
approach, since the differing scales of large-scale 
mixing and turbulence modulation on small scales are 
not distinguished. Genchev and Karpuzov H8 assume 
uniform concentration of the dispersed phase across 
the duct; therefore, effects of turbulent dispersion 
were not addressed. The analysis was not compared 
with measurements, thus the value of the new 
empirical turbulence modulation constant and the 
generality of the overall analysis are not known. 

Elghobashi and coworkers 75'~2° have developed one 
of the most elaborate two-equation models for dilute 
dispersed flows reported thus far. The approach is 
limited to the linear (Stokes) regime for both mean 
and fluctuating relative velocities, which is a logical 

limit for systematic development of theoretical under- 
standing of effects of turbulent dispersion and mo- 
dulation. A I ce  model of turbulence is used. The 
governing equations for k and e are developed by 
Elghobashi and Abou-Arab, 75 by introducing time- 
averaged mean and fluctuating quantities and esta- 
blishing closure of higher-order correlations, similar 
to turbulence models of single-phase flows. Effects of 
the dispersed phase are considered in this portion of 
the analysis using the linear (Stokes) approximation 
for drag. 

Elghobashi and Abou-Arab 75 use a sophisticated 
procedure to treat turbulence modulation while acc- 
ounting for the spectral properties of continuous 
phase turbulence. This step requires evaluation of the 
correlation between continuous-phase and relative 
velocity fluctuations, u'~(u; - U'p;), which appears in 
the turbulence modulation terms when a linear drag 
law is used. The correlation was found using Chao's TM 
results for the response of a particle to turbulent 
fluctuations. Chao's analysis is somewhat similar to 
the approach used by AI Taweel and Carley; 1°4 
therefore, effects of mean relative velocity differences 
between the phases are ignored and the analysis is 
limited to the linear drag law for velocity fluctuations. 
With these approximations, Chao 121 obtained the 
following expression for the ratio of dispersed- and 
continuous-phase velocity fluctuations: 

r2 2 i upi/u; = (Ql/Q2)f(o9) dco (31) 
0 

where fll and ~2 are spectral response functions which 
depend on the characteristic response time of the 
particle, tp; the density ratio of the phases, 0p/0; and 
the frequency of the turbulence, co. The Lagrangian 
frequency function, f(~o), weights the response 
according to the turbulence spectrum of the con- 
tinuous phase. This function was approximated dif- 
ferently in Refs 75 and 120. The most recent 
version, 12° approximated ./(co) following Hinze, 3 as 
follows: 

f(co) = (2TL/n)/(1 + e92T~). (32) 

The local Lagrangian time scale, TL, was evaluated 
assuming isotropic turbulence, according to 
Calabrese and Middleman, lEE as follows: 

TL = 5k/(12e) (33) 

which is similar to the expression for te used in present 
SSF analysis, Eq. 04),  except that the coefficient in 
Eq. (33) is roughly a factor of two larger than the 
coefficient of Eq. (14). The turbulence modulation 
term in the e equation involves additional approxima- 
tions, but includes effects associated with the correla- 
tion appearing in Eq. (31). This introduces a new 
empirical constant, C~3, analogous to the turbulence 
modulation parameter of the particle source term of 
Table 3. 

Elghobashi et al. 12° describe the turbulent disper- 
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sion portion of this analysis. This is based on a 
gradient diffusion approximation using a correlation 
for the dispersed phase Prandtl/Schmidt number due 
to Peskin. 123 This correlation was recently reviewed 
and recommended by Alonso. 124 The correlation can 
be written as follows: 

1/ap = 1 - (kt~/6v)/(tp + TL). (34) 

This form was reached by approximating the Lagran- 
gian length scale, LL, and Eulerian microscale, 2, as 
follows: 

LL = (2k/3) ~/2TL (35) 

2 = (10v k/e) j:2. (36) 

Elghobashi et al. ~2° extend the definition of the linear 
particle response time, tp, to consider conditions 
beyond the linear Stokes drag regime; however, this 
extension is questionable since linear drag is assumed 
for all other aspects of the analysis. Furthermore, the 
Prandtl/Schmidt number correlation of Eq. (34) was 
developed for negligible relative velocities between the 
phases, e.g. there is no transit-time effect in the ex- 
pression since dispersed-phase elements are always 
assumed to be captured by eddies. Thus, while consis- 
tent with a linear drag analysis at small slip, use of Eq. 
(34) to treat turbulent dispersion raises questions con- 
cerning the application of the method to most 
practical dispersed flows. This is one area where the 
mathematical simulation aspects of the SSF 
approach, (admittedly with a relatively crude model 
of continuous-phase turbulence properties similar to 
the interpenetrating continuum methods), is helpful. 

The approach developed by Elghobashi and 
coworkers 75'n° is systematic, but it involves numerous 
modeling approximations and additional empirical 
constants which must be established by comparison 
with measurements. Work along these lines was 
initiated using the measurements of Modarress et 
al. 92'125 for a particle-laden jet in coflowing air within 
a duct. As noted earlier, however, these measurements 
are difficult to analyze quantitatively due to effects of 
unreported streamwise pressure gradients in the 
duct. 66's6 Furthermore, since a number of new 
empirical constants and modeling concepts are 
involved, definitive evaluation of this approach will 
require consideration of a more extensive data base. 

Humphrey and coworkers 126'127 report a more sim- 
plified approach to treat turbulence modulation, 
using a I ce  model of turbulence in conjunction with 
the interpenetrating continua formalism. This 
analysis was also limited to the linear (Stokes) drag 
regime. Turbulent dispersion of the dispersed phase 
was modeled as in Elghobashi and coworkers, 75'~2° 
using the dispersed-phase Prandtl/Schmidt number 
correlation of Peskin ~23 and the same prescription for 
continuous-phase turbulence scales. The dispersed- 
phase momentum equation required an expression for 
the dispersed-phase turbulence kinetic energy, and the 
turbulence-modulation term required an expression 

for the dispersed-phase/continuous phase velocity 
fluctuation correlation. These quantities were found 
from the following expression 

kp/k  = u ;uS(2k)  = TL/(TL + tp) (37) 

where tp and TL are found from Eqs (30) and (33). The 
first of these equations is identical to the finding of 
Meek and Jones, 116 used by Melville and Bray. ~°3 The 
assumption given by Eq. (37) provides the u'u'p~ cor- 
relation needed in the turbulence modulation term of 
the k equation; a more complex expression involving 
the ratio t~/TL, and the gradient of TL, is used in the 
e equation. Thus, this approach provides some con- 
sideration of effects of the differing scales of the eddies 
largely responsible for mixing and the high wave 
number eddies where effects of turbulence modulation 
are concentrated. Thus, when t~/TL ,~ 1, the particle 
source term in the k equation approaches zero. The 
final formulation involves numerous model 
approximations which require evaluation with meas- 
urements. However, work along these lines has not 
been reported as yet. 

The last interpenetrating continuum analysis 
applied to turbulence modulation that we shall 
consider involves the approach developed by Chen 
and Wood t2s'129 and Chen. ~3° This analysis is based on 
a multiscale k-e turbulence model which is extended 
from the method developed by Hanjalac et al)  3~ for 
single-phase turbulent flows. With this approach, two 
sets of governing equations are constructed for k and 
e of the continuous phase. One set refers to the large- 
scale (production) region of the energy spectrum 
while the other treats the transfer region of the 
spectrum representative of the small-scale dissipative 
range of the eddies. The dispersed-phase is only 
assumed to interact with the small-scale portion of the 
spectrum, in keeping with the dispersed-phase 
response characteristics discussed in Section 3.7.2. 
This implies that the formulation is limited to 
conditions where the particle response is adequate to 
follow the large-scale eddies of the flow. However, 
there is no automatic provision to allow for varying 
dispersed-phase response: the dispersed-phase effect is 
always assigned to the transfer region of the spectrum. 
Like other interpenetrating-continua analyses, disper- 
sed-phase Reynolds numbers are assumed to be in the 
linear (Stokes) regime. Dispersion is treated assuming 
a gradient-diffusion approximation, with the 
turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number of the dispersed 
phase given by the following expression: 

Crp = 0.7(T~ + t p ) / ~  (38) 

where T~ is the "macro" time scale of the flow. ~ is 
related to k and e of the production region of the 
turbulence spectrum in a similar way to TL in Eq. (33). 
The prescriptions for the turbulence modulation 
terms in the k and e equations for the dissipative 
region of the spectrum involve tp and T~ as well, cf. 
Refs 128-130 for the specific formulas. 
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Chen 13° evaluates the multiscale approach using 
measurements for particle-laden duct flows reported 
by Tsuji e t  al. ,  132 Steimke and Dukler, 133 Lee and 
Durst, TM and Kramer and Depew. '35 The comparison 
between predicted and measured mean phase veloci- 
ties and streamwise fluctuating continuous-phase 
velocities was encouraging. This portion of the eva- 
luation, however, did not involve information con- 
cerning variations in dispersed-phase concentrations 
to test the turbulent dispersion aspects of the analysis. 
Turbulent dispersion was considered using measure- 
ments of Memmott and Smoot 136 for a confined parti- 
cle-laden jet. In this case, there was considerable un- 
certainty in defining initial conditions, the velocity 
data was judged not to be sufficiently reliable to 
compare with predictions, and coflowing jets in ducts 
are difficult to use for evaluation due to problems of  
small streamwise pressure gradients, 66 noted earlier. 
Keeping these limitations in mind, encouraging 
agreement between predictions and measurements 
was reported. 

During Chen's '3° evaluation of the multiscale 
method, it was necessary to only consider conditions 
where the linear drag law was adequate. Extension to 
non-Stokesian drag must be considered before this 
approach can be applied to most practical dispersed 
flows. The extent to which the specific turbulence 
modulation terms in the analysis of Ref. 130 contri- 
buted to predictions of continuous phase properties is 
also not clear, e.g. the presence of  particles significant- 
ly modified mean velocity profiles for the duct flows, 
which causes changes that are not turbulence modula- 
tion within the current narrow definition of this 
phenomenon. Finally, the prescription for turbulent 
dispersion used in this approach is relatively ad hoc. 
Further comparison of predictions and measurements 
is needed to test turbulent dispersion aspects of the 
analysis, using results from well-defined experiments. 

5.3. Discrete-Element Analyses 

Consideration of discrete-element analysis will be 
limited to stochastic methods since they provide a 
convenient formalism for considering effects of dis- 
persed-phase/turbulence interactions--particularly 
turbulent dispersion. The following considerations 
are not comprehensive, but are meant to bring out 
features of recent SSF analysis that were not con- 
sidered when the baseline approach was described in 
Section 2.6. 

Buckingham 137:38 and Buckingham and Siekhaus 139 
describe an SSF analysis for transient particle-laden 
flow in a duct, with application to problems of gun- 
barrel erosion. Clearly, this is a very complex 
transient flow and capabilities for evaluating the 
approximations of this method are limited. However, 
several features of this approach are of interest for 
subsequent development of  SSF analysis. 

In Buckingham's '38 approach, the assumption of 

uniform properties of finite-sized eddies is not used. 
Instead, the sampling procedure for instantaneous 
continuous-phase properties considers both the 
Gaussian PDF of velocity fluctuations and the auto- 
correlation function of the flow. This is accomplished 
by weighting each random selection with past values 
so that the choices satisfy the autocorrelation 
function. Continuous-phase turbulence properties 
were found from a k-s turbulence model. However, 
instead of estimating the autocorrelation function 
from the turbulence model, results from Betchov and 
Lorenzen ~4° and Uberoi and Freymuth TM were used. 
The use of empirical data for the correlation limits the 
generality of the method, however, this deficiency 
should be removable using scales which can be ap- 
proximated from the turbulence model. In addition, 
the approach must also be extended to consider tran- 
sit-time effects if it is to be applied to most practical 
cases, where the relative velocities of the phases are 
significant. Finally, whether use of a dispersed-phase/ 
fluid autocorrelation is warranted (in preference to 
the uniform-eddy approximation) must still be esta- 
blished. 

Another interesting feature of the analysis of Refs 
137-139 involves the use of "importance sampling," 
cf. Faist and Muckerman, ~42 for a description of the 
technique and related references. This methodology 
weights random sampling so that important portions 
of the PDF can be more rapidly resolved, accelerating 
the convergence of stochastic methods. Exploitation 
of these techniques would reduce one of the main 
deficiences of SSF analysis, namely, the increased 
computation time required to obtain statistically- 
significant results in comparison to DSF methods 
(however both methods would benefit from use of 
importance sampling). 

The turbulence modulation approach used in Refs 
137-139 is speculative and has not been evaluated. 
Effects of both particle inertia and acoustical energy 
loss modifications due to the presence of particles 
were considered, neglecting slip for the latter correc- 
tion. 

The present baseline SSF approach has already 
been described. From the discussion of Section 4, a 
major deficiency of the turbulence modulation 
portion of the analysis is lack of consideration of the 
response properties of the dispersed phase. Actually, 
when turbulence modulation is ignored, as in the 
baseline analysis, one essentially is assuming that the 
particles only modify the high wave number portion 
of the spectrum and don't  influence the large-scale 
eddies responsible for turbulent dispersion and 
mixing. In view of our current limited understanding 
of turbulence modulation, this is perhaps the best 
course of action, for the present, for dilute dispersed 
flows. 

Recently, Mostafa and Mongia 93 report an SSF 
analysis of particle-laden jets which is very similar to 
the present baseline approach. The main modifica- 
tions involve the treatment of dispersed-phase drag in 
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the mean momentum conservation equation, and a 
different approach for the turbulence modulation 
terms in the k and t equations. In this analysis, Sp, is 
iinearized, similar to DSF analysis, as follows: 

Sp, = ~ sp~k (fi - fip)k/~ (39) 
k = l  

where 

spuk = (tin d~CDl~ - ffpl)k/8. (40) 

Mostafa and Mongia 93 continue the linear ap- 
proximation when driving the turbulence modulation 
portion of the equation and assume that spu~ is a 
constant when averaging after multiplying the instan- 
taneous momentum equation by u;. The turbulence 
modulation term then only involves the continuous 
phase/relative velocity fluctuation correlation, 
u;(u'~ - u'p~k), e.g. a linear drag approximation. This 
correlation is modeled in the same manner as 
Humphrey and coworkers 126''27 in their linearized in- 
terpenetrating continua approach, as follows: 

u~(u; -- u'p,k) = 2ktpk/(TL + tpk). (41) 

The dispersed-phase response time was evaluated 
allowing for nonlinear drag, as follows: 

tpk = ( 4 d p Q p / ( 3 C o Q l a -  ffpl))k. (42) 

7", was evaluated from an equation like Eq. (33), but 
with the coefficient reduced by roughly 15%. Finally, 
the turbulence modulation terms are prescribed as 
follows: 

Se~ = - ~  2k(sputp/(TL + tp))k (43) 
k = l  

~,~ : - c ~ 3 ~ s ~ / ~ .  ( 4 4 )  

The equation for Sp~ follows from the usual assump- 
tion that dissipation of e by a particular mechanism is 
proportional to the corresponding dissipation term in 
the k equation. 

These modifications simplify evaluation of the 
three dispersed-phase source terms in particle-laden 
flows, in comparison to the approach summarized in 
Table 3. Furthermore, effects of scale are incor- 
porated in the turbulence modulation terms. This has 
been achieved, however, at the expense of linearizing 
the drag expression and a somewhat inconsistent 
treatment of the u S,, correlation, e.g. assuming that 
so, can be treated as a constant even though effects of 
fluctuations in this term are comparable to the term 
that was considered. Results illustrated in Fig. 17 
indicate that linearizing the mean drag, similar to the 
DSF approach, makes a significant change in mean 
velocity predictions in some instances. Whether such 
differences are significant in comparison to other un- 
certainties in SSF analysis remains to be seen. The 
effect of linearization and other approximations in the 
turbulence modulation terms is also unknown. 

Mostafa and Mongia 93 evaluated their analysis 
using the particle-laden jet measurements of Shuen et 

al. 31 The turbulence model constants were the same as 
Table 3, except that a value of C~3 = 1 was establish- 
ed by matching predictions and measurements for one 
particle-laden jet test condition of Ref. 31. Measured 
initial conditions were used, except for e which was 
estimated as described in Section 3.2.5. Best 
agreement between predictions and measurements for 
the pure air jet measured during these tests was 
achieved using a slightly different procedure for 
finding e than Shuen et  al. 3~ The agreement between 
predicted and measured mean particle velocities was 
not very good, suggesting underestimation of particle 
drag. This is probably due to the linearization of the 
drag analysis, discussed earlier; Shuen et a l )  ~ encoun- 
tered similar difficulties (cf. Fig. 16) with their calcula- 
tions using the DSF approach where drag is 
computed in the same way. Mostafa and Mongia 93 
conclude that analysis including their turbulence mo- 
dulation terms yielded improved predictions of con- 
tinuous-phase properties. However, differences 
between results with and without these terms are 
comparable to experimental uncertainties. Shuen et  
al. 31 found similar levels of improvement using the 
approach summarized in Table 3. Thus, these ob- 
servations are not definitive, due to limitations of the 
experiments. 

We have seen that many proposals have been made 
to model turbulence modulation in the context of 
higher-order turbulence models. Unfortunately, 
existing data involves uncertainties concerning tur- 
bulence modulation that are too large to provide a 
definitive test of these methods. New experiments, for 
simple flows, where turbulence modulation is a more 
dominant effect and can be measured accurately, are 
still needed. This recommendation was also made by 
Hinze 2 some time ago. It appears likely that an 
effective approach toward treating turbulence mo- 
dulation will consider the response of the disperse 
phase, the spectral properties of the continuous phase 
in the frequency domain, and nonlinear drag interac- 
tions beyond the linear (Stokes) regime. Other issues, 
raised by Hinze, 2 which have not been considered by 
any turbulence modulation proposals to date, involve 
wake effects and perturbation of continuous-phase 
shear. These effects result from finite relative velocities 
between the phases. They potentially contribute to 
continuous-phase turbulence properties at much 
larger scales----comparable to the spacing of disper- 
sed-phase elements and closer to the energy-contain- 
ing range of the spectrum. The spacing of dispersed- 
phase elements is still generally small in comparison 
to flow widths, and thus the scale of the largest eddies. 
However, contributions of such effects appear to be 
comparable to turbulence modulation effects related 
to the dispersed-phase response to continuous-phase 
velocity fluctuations which have been emphasized 
thus far. 

It is also clear that past work on turbulence modu- 
lation has largely emphasized phenomena associated 
with dispersed-phase drag. Effects of turbulence too- 
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dulation on scalar transport are also potentially 
important and should receive more attention--par- 
ticularly for flame environments. This, and other 
aspects of turbulence modulation, present challenging 
problems for workers in the area of dilute dispersed 
flows. 

6. DENSE-DISPERSED JETS 

6.1. Introduction 

Some aspects of dense dispersed jets have been 
considered thus far, based on observations near the 
boundaries of dilute dispersed jets. In this section, we 
will consider additional information obtained by 
direct observation and analysis of dense dispersed 
jets. Aspects of  dense dispersed flows are treated in 
more detail in reviews by Sirignano, H Bracco, 12'13 
Faeth, 17 Lefebvre, Is,x9 Elkotb, 2°, Drew, 21 Harrje and 
Reardon, '43 Griffen and Muraszew ~ and references 
cited therein. 

The scope of the present discussion will be 
primarily limited to dense sprays produced by round 
pressure-atomizing injectors. Bracco and his asso- 
ciates 12'13,sT'14s-15° have studied this flow configuration; 
therefore, much of the material in the following has 
been drawn from their work. Naturally, this omits 
direct consideration of the wide variety of pressure- 
and air-atomizing injectors encountered in practice. 
However, many fundamental aspects of the dense 
region of sprays near the injector are similar for all 
systems. 

In the following, we first treat general background 
concerning dense-spray processes. This involves 
breakup regimes, flow patterns, breakup processes 
and collisions between drops. The section concludes 
with a brief description of dense-spray models which 
have been developed thus far, primarily examining the 
work of Bracco and his associatesJ 2'~3'~49'~s° 

6.2. Background 

6.2.1. Breakup regimes 

One of the first things that must be determined for 
a multiphase flow is the flow regime.~Sl Atomizer flows 
involve breakup regimes of liquid jets as well as 
various flow patterns within the spray. Ranz, t52 
describes four flow regimes of liquid jet breakup, as 
follows: drip, Rayleigh breakup, wind-induced 
breakup, and atomization. The drip regime involves 
the slow formation of large drops immediately at the 
jet exit, which then fall as a single stream. Rayleigh 
breakup is caused by surface tension effects. Rayleigh 
breakup occurs many jet diameters from the injector 
exit and yields a stream of drops having diameters 
larger than the jet diameter. Wind-induced breakup is 
due to instabilities caused by the relative motion of 
the gas and liquid, stabilized to some extent by surface 

tension. Wind-induced breakup occurs many 
diameters from the jet exit and yields drop diameters 
ranging from the jet diameter to about one order-of- 
magnitude smaller. The atomization regime is charac- 
terized by jet breakup immediately at the jet exit, at 
least at the surface which is generally the only directly 
visible portion of the flow. Flow in the atomization 
regime yields drops whose average diameter is much 
smaller than the jet diameter. 

Only the wind-induced and atomization breakup 
regimes lead to a dense spray region, unless an array 
of injectors is used. Ranz m prescribes criteria for 
these breakup regimes for round liquid jets, based on 
the liquid and gas Weber numbers of the flow, defined 
as follows: 

We(/org) = O(:org)u2 d/(r (45) 

The criteria for wind-induced breakup are Wey > 8, 
0.4 < Weg < 13; while the criteria for the atomiza- 
tion regime are We: > 8, Weg > 13. These assess- 
ments are only approximate; for example, Miesse m 
finds transition to the atomization regime at 
Weg > 40. Identification of a flow regime is also the 
subjective opinion of an individual investigator about 
the appearance of a physical process. TM Thus, some 
investigators identify two wind-induced breakup 
regimes, while others are satisfied with only oneJ s4 
Finally, factors other than Weg and Wef have been 
found to influence breakup regime boundaries, e.g. 
injector Reynolds numbers, ambient flow properties 
(cross-flow), injector length-to-diameter ratio, density 
ratio of the phases and cavitation within the injector, 
to name only a few/z'13 

Flash photographs (~  1 #sec flash duration) of 
liquid jets in the wind-induced breakup and atomiza- 
tion regimes are illustrated in Figs 38-40. Test 
conditions involve a water jet injected vertically 
downward into air at normal temperature and 
pressure. The injector was a long length-to-diameter 
ratio passage having a smooth entry to avoid effects of 
cavitation, The initial jet diameter was 10mm, 
yielding jet Reynolds numbers on the order of 106 . 
Naturally this passage is much larger than typical 
injectors, however, the flow exhibits regime tran- 
sitions similar to small injectors and the large scale 
allows features of the flow to be seen more clearly. 
Four pictures are shown for each test condition, near 
the exit and centered at x/d = 50, 100 and 150. The 
lowest position appearing in the photographs is nearly 
2 m from the injector exit. 

Conditions of wind-induced breakup are illustrated 
in Figs 38 and 39. The flow in Fig. 38 corresponds to 
the first wind-induced breakup regime, defined by 
Reitz) s4 Breakup occurs far from the injector, 
yielding drops whose diameters are similar to the jet 
diameter. Breakup is attributed to surface tension, 
augmented by the motion of the surrounding gas. 

An interesting feature of the results illustrated in 
Fig. 38 is that the liquid surface exhibits fine-grained 
roughness near the injector but becomes smoother 
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FIG. 38. Flash photographs of a pressure-atomized spray for 
first wind-induced breakup conditions. 

(with large-scale irregularities appearing) far from the 
injector, A shift of the turbulence spectra of both 
phases, toward lower wave numbers, is probably 
involved in this phenomenon. Liquid phase tur- 
bulence properties near the injector exit are governed 
by the tube flow. However, once the flow leaves the 
injector, liquid velocities become more uniform since 
the gas cannot retard the surface velocity as effectively 
as the passage wall. This reduces turbulence produc- 
tion in the liquid, causing the turbulence to decay with 
the high wave number end of the spectrum disappear- 
ing first. The developing flow in the gas phase also 
favors the smallest scales near the injector exit. If 
liquid velocities were higher so that drops formed 
from the surface, smaller asperities would lead to 
smaller drops, suggesting small drops being rapidly 
dispersed by the turbulence near the edge of the flow. 
The extent to which liquid-phase turbulence generally 
influences drop sizes in typical injectors is still open to 
question, however, since most pressure-atomizing 
injectors have short passages with little time available 
for turbulence to develop) 2'~3 

Higher liquid velocities yield conditions for the 
second wind-induced breakup regime) 54 This flow is 
illustrated in Fig. 39. Breakup occurs far from the 
injector and yields drops having diameters much 

FIG. 39. Flash photographs of a pressure-atomized spray for 
second wind-induced breakup conditions. 

FIG. 40. Flash photographs of a pressure-atomized spray for 
atomization breakup conditions. 

smaller than the jet diameter. Decay of liquid surface 
roughness is also evident here, with large-scale distur- 
bances reminiscent of Fig. 38 appearing in the all- 
liquid core, far from the injector. 

With an additional increase in the jet velocity, the 
flow enters the atomization regime, pictured in Fig. 
40. The atomization regime is defined by breakup of 
the liquid surface immediately at the tube exit. All 
higher flow rates would look the same. Drops found 
near the tube exit are probably small. The wispy 
appearance of the drop-containing region, much like 
a single-phase flow seeded with tracer particles, is 
evidence of this. Clear areas of drop intermittency 
penetrate the drop-containing region. However, near 
the jet exit, the extent of penetration is quite small, 
suggesting an underlying all-liquid core similar to 
Figs 38 and 39. The depth of penetration increases 
with distance from the injector, but drop intermit- 
tency is not seen at the axis until x / d  ~ 150-200, 
suggesting that the liquid core is very long for these 
conditions. Chehroudi et a l )  5° and Hiroyasu et a l )  55 

provide more quantitative evidence of an extended 
contiguous liquid core for the atomization regime. We 
will consider their results shortly. 

6.2.2. Flow pa t t e rns  

Operating conditions for the wind-induced break- 
up regime are relatively narrow; ~54 therefore, the most 
important regime for dense-spray phenomena of 
pressure-atomized sprays is the atomization regime. 
Flows within this breakup regime also exhibit several 
multi-phase flow patterns located in different regions 
of the spray. A sketch illustrating these patterns 
(based on the observations of Bracco and 
c o w o r k e r s  12'13'149'150 and the large-scale sprays pictured 
in Figs 38-40) appears in Fig. 41. 

The process illustrated in Fig. 41 begins with an 
all-liquid flow in a passage and finally evolves to a 
dilute spray. Once the dilute-spray approximations 
are acceptable over the entire cross-section of the 
flow, we reach the region where dilute spray analysis 
is normally used. However, a dilute-spray region 
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Fio. 41. Sketch of the near-injector region of a pressure-atomized spray for atomization breakup 
conditions. 

always is present near the periphery of  the flow, even 
upstream of the streamwise position where all the flow 
is dilute. 

As the liquid leaves the injector, it enters a region 
defined as a churn flow pattern by Bracco) 2'13 This 
region includes the all-liquid core and other irr- 
egularly-shaped liquid elements near the axis of the 
flow. The terminology "churn flow" is drawn from 
usage for multiphase flow in tubes, where it refers to 
a flow pattern involving large irregular volumes of  the 
ultimately dispersed flow near the axis. 151 In this sense, 
the churn flow descriptor is appropriate, however, 
criteria for flow regime transitions to and from the 
churn flow pattern of tube flow are naturally different. 
O'Rourke and Bracco 87 describe churn flow for sprays 
as a region where the volume fraction of liquid is 
greater than the gas, so that the liquid cannot be 
considered to be dispersed in the gas phase. Rather 
large liquid elements are present in churn flow, 
including the all-liquid core, favored by the high 
liquid fraction. The momentum exchange capabilities 
of the gas phase in this region is relatively limited, 
since gas density and its volume fraction are small; 
therefore, relative velocities between the phases are 
small in normal situations where streamwise pressure 
gradients are negligible. Thus, the large liquid 
elements are relatively stable in this region. 

As the void fraction continues to increase by 
mixing, the large liquid elements pass into slower- 
moving gas where they become unstable and break up 
into ligaments and drops. This signals the onset of the 
dense-spray flow pattern. In the dense-spray region 
liquid fractions are relatively high; there is a wide 
diversity of drop sizes, shapes and velocities; and 
effects of collisions are probably significant. As the 
void fraction continues to increase, potential effects of 
collisions become small, and the liquid elements 
become small enough to approximate spheres. We 
then enter the dilute-spray region. 

The churn-flow pattern descriptor is not very wide- 
spread as yet for sprays with many simply considering 
both the churn- and dense-spray flow patterns as the 
dense-spray region, e.g. all portions of  the flow which 
are not dilute dispersed flows. We shall adopt this 

terminology except when it is important to consider 
the specific properties of the churn and dense-spray 
regions. 

Observations of pressure-atomized sprays in the 
atomization regime do not reveal the features of the 
churn and dense spray flow patterns, since these 
regions are obscured by drops present in the dilute 
region, cf. Fig. 40. However, other evidence has been 
obtained suggesting the presence of a contiguous 
liquid core extending some distance from the injector. 
Hiroyasu et  a l )  55 measured the electrical resistance 
between the injector exit and a screen across the flow 
which could be traversed in the streamwise direction. 
It was assumed that the current carried by an uncon- 
nected region of the flow would be small, yielding the 
length of the contiguous liquid core. Chehroudi et  

al.15° criticized this experiment and repeated the meas- 
urements using an extrapolation procedure to find the 
end of the contiguous core. A correlation of both 
these results yields the following expression: 12'1S° 

Licld = Cc(Qs-IQoo) I12 (46) 

where Cc is a constant in the range 7-16, the lower 
value being due to the more recent measurements. Use 
of Eq. (46) places the length of the contiguous core in 
the range L/</d = 200--430 for the conditions of Fig. 
40. From the flash photographs, the lower value of 
this range seems quite reasonable. 

Additional verification of the density ratio effect 
included in Eq. (46) would be desirable. However, if 
we accept the correlation, liquid core lengths are quite 
significant even at high pressures. For example, at 
100 atm., which is typical of Diesel engine pressures, 
Lic /d  ~ 20-40 if the ambient gas is at room tem- 
perature and longer at elevated ambient tem- 
peratures. Earlier measurements and analysis of  corn- 
busting pressure-atomized sprays at these conditions 
suggest spray lengths on the order o f x / d  ~ 100, with 
density ratio scaling roughly the same as Eq. (46). 68 
This suggests that processes associated with the churn 
and dense-spray flow patterns occupy a significant 
volume of the liquid-containing regions of combust- 
ing pressure-atomized sprays. 

The character of the churn and dense-spray flow 
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FIG. 42. Flash photograph of the flow at the exit of an air-atomizing injector. 

patterns can be seen in the flash photograph (1/~sec 
flash duration) which appears in Fig. 42. The photo- 
graph illustrates the flow at the exit of the internally- 
mixed air-atomizing injector used by Solomon et 
a/. 32'33 Thus, the liquid core is within the injector while 
the smallest drops, having diameters less than 10/~m, 
are not resolved. The spray was well-atomized, 
yielding an SMD of  30/~m at x/d = 50, which corres- 
ponds to the downstream end of the dense-spray 
region. 

The churn and dense-spray flow patterns illustrated 
in Fig. 42 involve dispersed-phase elements having 
very complex shapes, e.g. ligaments, irregular drops, 
etc., which persist throughout the dense spray region. 
Similar observations of irregular structures near the 
exit of air-atomizing injectors abound. 18.143,144 It seems 
reasonable to assume that properties of the churn and 
dense-spray regions of pressure atomized sprays are 
similar. Therefore, while it is tempting to think of a 
dense spray as a close-packed collection of spherical 
drops, this picture is clearly not accurate. Irregular 
dispersed-phase elements are an essential part of 
dense sprays. 

6.2.3. Breakup processes 

The churn and dense-spray flow patterns begin as 

all-liquid flows in a passage and eventually evolve into 
a dilute spray consisting of a rather widely spaced 
array of polydisperse drops. Thus, by definition, these 
regions involve breakup processes. A number of 
phenomena are involved, e.g. aerodynamic breakup 
or stripping of small drops from the core, liquid sheets 
or large drops; splitting of sheets into ligaments; 
breakup of ligaments into drops; breakup of large 
drops into smaller ones; and probably drop shattering 
by collisions between drops. 143'1~ The following con- 
siderations will be limited to stripping mechanisms, cf. 
Harrje and Reardon, 143 and Griffin and Muraszew TM 

and references cited therein for a more complete 
treatment of breakup processes. 

Bracco and coworkers 12'13 have considered effects of 
aerodynamic breakup mechanisms in the atomization 
regime. Emphasis was placed on breakup of the 
surface of the liquid core very near the injector exit, 
applying earlier results of Castleman, J56 Taylor 157 and 
Ranz.15s This involves the unstable growth of surface 
waves, whose wavelengths become shorter and 
growth rates increase with increasing relative veloci- 
ties. Shorter waves can appear closer to the injector 
exit, eventually signalling the onset of the atomization 
regime, where breakup of the surfaces appears to 
occur right at the exit. This theory involves some 
empiricism, but provides a framework for estimating 
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the initial average drop size and the angle of diver- 
gence of the drop-containing region. 12'~3 

An interesting result of the aerodynamic breakup 
theory is that drops found near the injector exit are 
generally rather small in comparison to mean drop 
sizes measured farther downstream in sprays) 2 For 
example, O'Rourke and Bracco g7 evaluated tests 
conducted by Hiroyasu and Kodota ~59 using aerody- 
namic breakup theory. They estimated an initial SMD 
of 6/zm, while mesurements farther downstream 
yielded an SMD of 42/zm. Simplified computations 
by O'Rourke and Bracco, 87 assuming that the entire 
spray broke up into small drops at x /d  = 10, 
indicated that collisions and coalescence of drops 
could explain this behavior, e.g. the large drop 
densities favor large drop collision rates. 

Subsequent work has confirmed some of  these 
features of liquid-core breakup and the importance of 
drop collisions for the near-injector region of pressu- 
re-atomized sprays) 2'~3 Measurements of drop 
diameters near the jet exit were compared with 
estimates based on aerodynamic breakup theory. Un- 
corrected use of  the aerodynamic breakup theory gave 
correct trends, for these drop size measurements, con- 
cerning effects of jet velocity and liquid properties. 
However, trends concerning gas density were wrong 
and predictions underestimated measured drop 
diameters by roughly a factor of three. The fact that 
the region of observation was near the edge of the 
flow, rather than near the surface, was felt to be the 
cause of these discrepancies; thus, allowing for 
collisions between drops during their migration from 
the surface to the edge of  the flow provided improved 
estimates of the measurements, l°'n Another factor is 
that momentum exchanges between the gas and drops 
near the surface will decrease the continuous-phase 
velocity gradient at the surface--tending to increase 
drop size at their point of formation. 

Chatwani and Bracco ~49 recently extended the 
analysis of O'Rourke and Bracco) 7 The objective was 
to allow for the effect of  gradual stripping of drops 
from the liquid core, rather than the original assump- 
tion that the liquid was all in the form of drops at a 
plane x /d  ~ 10. The core was treated as a geometrical 
feature, since it could not be resolved with the rather 
coarse numerical grid used. Furthermore, the analysis 
involves numerous other approximations and 
empirical aspects that must be tested with measure- 
ments. However, limited comparisons with available 
measurements far fro~" the injector, reported by Wu 
et a1.,147 were encouraging. Additional development of 
the approach is needed, since this analysis incor- 
porates consideration of many of the flow processes 
and patterns encountered in dense sprays. 

We have seen that breakup of the liquid core and 
drop collisions are important features of dense sprays. 
Circumstances are also encountered where secondary 
breakup of drops becomes important. This is par- 
ticularly true for high l~ressure combusting sprays) In 
this case, as the drop surface temperature increases, 

conditions near the thermodynamic critical point are 
approached. Reduced surface tension at near-ther- 
modynamic-critical conditions causes loss of  stability 
of the drop, leading to secondary breakup or shatter- 
ing. 

Past studies of drop breakup have generally 
involved subjecting drops to abrupt changes of  
relative velocity. Use of shock wave disturbances, has 
yielded the following criterion for breakup: 143 

where 

Wep~it = Re~/Z /2 (47) 

Wep = o la .  - u32 d~,/(2a) (48)  

and the drop Reynolds number is also based on the 
relative velocity. For values of Wep near the limit, 
"bag" breakup occurs, while for larger values 
breakup occurs by liquid stripping or shearing from 
the drop periphery. There is controversy concerning 
the breakup criterion of Eq. (47), particularly the need 
to include effects of the relative acceleration of the 
phases) 43 However, the bag-breakup limit provides a 
reasonable estimate of conditions where shattering 
must be considered, certainly no worse than uncer- 
tainties concerning the structure of dense sprays. 

It is often assumed that drop breakup is abrupt in 
sprays, however, this is not always the case. Wolf and 
Anderson ~6° provide expressions for the breakup time 
and the mean drop size after bag breakup. For present 
purposes, the following simpler breakup-time ex- 
pression for the stripping mode, found by Ranger and 
Nicholls, 161 is adequate: 

tblti~ - ul(Q/Qi)l/2/dp = 4. (49) 

Equation (49) can be rearranged to give a measure of 
the streamwise distance traveled by the drop during 
breakup, as follows: 

Uptb/d = 4(ap/a)(of/e) '12 u,,/la,, - ~.  (50) 

At low pressures, Eq. (50) suggests that large drops 
will break up over distances of ~10  injector 
diameters, e.g. Qy/Q = 1000, d/dp = 10 and ffp >> ft. 
This is a relatively small fraction of the drop-contain- 
ing region even for combusting sprays, where this 
region extends to x /d  = 100-1000. However, these 
distances are not at all comfortably small in com- 
parison to the extent of the dense spray region. Thus, 
the dynamics of breakup of drops may have to be 
considered, similar to breakup of the liquid core, for 
accurate treatment of the dense-spray region. 

For high pressure combustion processes, the length 
of the liquid containing region and the magnitude of 
the relative velocities become smaller. It is difficult to 
make a reasonable quantitative estimate of the 
relative length of breakup from Eq. (50), however, 
past structure calculations have suggested that 
breakup and drop lifetimes are comparable) 7 Further 
study of breakup at high pressure conditions is 
needed, since drop size is a critical issue concerning 
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the applicability of LHF analysis at such conditions./7 
More information on the breakup of  irregular 
dispersed phase elements, like ligaments, would also 
be desirable. 

6.2.4. Collisions 

Bracco and coworkers 12:3 suggest that drop 
collisions are important in dense sprays. While 
collisions can be a mechanism of drop growth, they 
can also contribute to drop breakup. Furthermore, 
collisions have also been suggested as the mechanism 
responsible for the rapid radial growth of the drop- 
containing region observed at times in dense 
sprays. 32'33 In such cases, collisions probably contri- 
bute to the spread of the dispersed phase since they 
are an effective way to convert streamwise momentum 
to radial momentum. Finally, one criterion for the 
dilute dispersed-flow region is that effects of  collisions 
are negligible. 

Hinze, 3 presents an estimate of the number of 
collisions per unit time and volume, assuming uni- 
form-sized particles, as follows: 

rip ~ t r ( 1  - -  ot)2/d; (51)  

where a coefficient of order unity has been omitted to 
simplify the expression. Term fir is the mean relative 
velocity between particles and ~ is the void fraction. 
Formally, mean velocities of the particles would be 
similar for monodisperse particles and tip, is best ap- 
proximated by the particle velocity fluctuations. 
Particle velocity fluctuations depend on the particle 
response to the gas phase in a complex way, as we 
have seen. A conservative estimate is to assume that 
slip is negligible and the gas and particle velocity 
fluctuations are identical. For  the more realistic case 
of a polydisperse spray, collision rates will be higher 
than such estimates, since large particles have signifi- 
cant relative velocities in comparison to the gas phase, 
and thus the small particles. 

The strong dependence of particle collision rates on 
d, in Eq. (51) reveals why collisions were important 
near aerodynamic breakup processes yielding small 
drops. In contrast, the dilute-dispersed flow analyses 
considered in Section 3, involved flows where void 
fractions generally exceeded 99-99.9%. In these cases 
the numerator of the right hand side of Eq. (51) 
becomes small for the range of particle sizes of interest 
and collisions can be ignored. 

O'Rourke and Bracco 87 develop a method for 
treating collisions in the context of discrete-element 
analysis. This method is based on proposals for 
computing collision processes in rain clouds by Bra- 
zier-Smith et al., 163 Ogura and Takahashi, 164 and re- 
ferences cited therein. Results of collisions can lead to 
the proliferation of new drop groups for discrete 
element analysis; therefore, this was controlled by 
modifying the properties of colliding groups, while 
satisfying conservation principles. This collision 
model is only one aspect of a very complex analysis, 

however, and specific evaluation of its performance 
has not been reported. 

6.3. Dense-Spray Analysis 

6.3.1. LHF analysis 

The flow near the injector for atomization 
conditions clearly involves numerous complex 
phenomena. There are several flow patterns, while 
transitions between patterns are not well-defined in all 
instances. Rather than being well-defined spheres, 
liquid elements in the flow are irregular in shape. 
Breakup of liquid elements (the all-liquid core, 
ligaments, drops) occurs by several mechanisms 
which can extend over appreciable distances in the 
flow. Furthermore, collisions between liquid elements 
are probably frequent but collision processes and 
their outcome have received relatively little attention. 
The examples given are only representative of some of 
the major problems, the list could be easily extended. 

Since these phenomena are complicated, prospects 
are not good for developing detailed analysis of near- 
injector processes in the near future. Important 
elements of the flow must be studied explicitly in order 
to develop an adequate science base for rational for- 
mulation of such analysis. However, recent observa- 
tions suggest an alternative that could provide a better 
understanding of at least some spray phenomena in 
the near-injector region. This involves the use of the 
LHF approximation to treat mixing properties, void 
structure and entrainment in the near-injector region 
of pressure-atomized sprays. The LHF approxima- 
tion has been used to study various aspects of Diesel 
sprays, e.g. penetration, spray trajectories, etc., for 
some time, and has strong advocates for such use. 8'17 

Wu et a/ .  146'147 carried out more detailed measure- 
ments of pressure-atomized spray structure than in 
the past, finding results which are supportive of the 
use of LHF analysis at elevated pressures. In par- 
ticular, photographs of spray boundaries suggested 
that LHF analysis provides reasonable estimates of 
the lateral spread of  the edge of the spray. The flash 
photograph appearing in Fig. 40 tends to confirm this 
idea as well, since the deep-penetrating zones of drop 
intermittency present a single-fluid picture rather than 
a continuous phase being traversed by drops having 
large relative velocities. Measurements of velocities in 
pressure-atomized sprays, using LDA, were also given 
as evidence that LHF ideas might be pertinent in the 
near-injector region. 147 

These findings are support for the use of LHF 
analysis, however, they can be questioned. Small 
drops are generally present near the edge of pressure- 
atomized sprays. Drops of this size would be expected 
to act like tracer particles and spread according to 
LHF ideas. However, the light-scattering methods 
used to photograph these flows were not quantitative 
in terms of particle concentrations; therefore, we have 
no idea whether a significant mass flow rate of drops 
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was responsible for the photographic determinations 
of the edge. Thus, the results do not show whether 
larger drops or liquid elements under the surface layer 
of small drops are satisfying LHF approximations. 
The LDA measurements have uncertainties as well. 
Measurements were limited to regions far from the 
injector, x /d  > 300; therefore, they have only a weak 
bearing on near-injector processes. 147.149 Additionally, 
only amplitude discrimination was used to distinguish 
phase velocities; therefore, the results are likely to be 
biased by the large number of small drops (which tend 
to satisfy the LHF approximation) present in such 
flows. 

Evidence suggesting that LHF analysis is deficient 
for sprays is widespread as well. Results discussed in 
Section 3 show significant effects of relative velocities 
in almost every dilute spray where detailed measure- 
ments were made. The large spread rates observed in 
the dense regions of sprays from twin-fluid injectors, 
far beyond expectations of a single-phase turbulent 
jet, also cannot be explained by LHF analysis. These 
diffÉculties are apparent in the Figs 18, 22 and 42. 
However, it could be argued that most of the test 
conditions that were considered were chosen to 
highlight effects of turbulent dispersion; therefore, 
they are not necessarily representative of practical 
sprays. Furthermore, all the results were at atmo- 
spheric pressure and the deficiencies of LHF analysis 
may be reduced at elevated pressures. 

Past work, however, also suggests difficulties with 
LHF analysis of pressure-atomized sprays at elevated 
pressures. Mao et al. 68 studied combusting pressure- 
atomized sprays and found that LHF analysis ov- 
erestimated rates of spray development, even at 
pressures approaching 100atm. Similar to all dense 
spray measurements (particularly at high pressures), 
however, their experimental findings involved sub- 
stantial uncertainties. Additionally, their computa- 
tions concerning effects of finite interphase transport 
rates ignored effects of drop shattering; which could 
be very important at high pressures where the stabiliz- 
ing effect of surface tension decreases as the drop 
surface nears its thermodynamic critical point. 17 This 
is relevant since secondary breakup into smaller drops 
would favor LHF analysis. Finally, quantitative defi- 
ciencies aside, the LHF analysis did provide the 
correct trends of the effect of pressure on the measure- 
ments of Mao et al. 68 and were certainly not devoid of 
value concerning the mixing properties of the flow. 

Clearly, work thus far has failed to resolve the 
controversy concerning application of  LHF analyses 
to the dense regions of pressure-atomized sprays, par- 
ticularly at elevated pressures. If the method is applic- 
able for these flows it would be helpful for gaining a 
better understanding of dense sprays, with little em- 
piricism beyond that needed for analysis of single- 
phase turbulent flows. Another advantage is that 
LHF analysis requires very little information con- 
cerning initial conditions of the analysis, offering 
good prospects for practical applications. 

6.3.2. Separated-flow analysis 

Even if LHF analysis yields useful information 
concerning the overall mixing properties of dense 
sprays, this will not provide sufficient detail for many 
purposes. The major deficiency is that LHF analysis 
does not provide information concerning dispersed- 
phase properties that is needed to specify initial 
conditions for the analysis of dilute sprays. Naturally, 
lack of physical understanding concerning processes 
responsible for dispersed-phase properties near the 
end of the dilute spray region, also limits capabilities 
to control the design of sprays. Separated-flow 
analysis is required to reveal properties of this nature. 
Past work along these lines is considered in the 
following. 

Bracco and c o w o r k e r s  12'13'87'148'149 have developed 
probably the most comprehensive model of dense 
spray processes, however, many of its features have 
not been specifically evaluated by comparison with 
measurements. The analysis is limited to the dense- 
and dilute-spray portions of the flow. The churn flow 
region is treated as a boundary condition. The 
analysis is formulated similar to dilute-spray analysis, 
but it incorporates features to treat dense-spray 
phenomena. 

While the spray equation, similar to Williams, 22 is 
displayed with the formulation of Bracco and 
coworkers, ~2'13's7 the spray equation is not solved ex- 
plicitly. The formulation solved corresponds to a dis- 
crete-droplet approach. Thus a Eulerian formulation 
is used for the continuous phase while a Lagrangian 
formulation is used for the dispersed phase. Initial 
work treated turbulent dispersion using the approach 
described by Dukowicz, s° with empirical turbulent 
diffusivities for the dispersed phase. More recent 
versions correspond to a stochastic separated-flow 
model, with random selection of eddy velocities, spe- 
cifying that drops interact with particulate eddies for 
a computed correlation time. 14sa49 The details of drop/ 
eddy interactions differ from the approach used for 
the SSF analysis described in Section 2.6, however, 
and original sources should be considered for the 
specifics of this approach. Effects of high liquid 
fractions on drop transport rates are considered using 
empirical expressions developed from measurements 
of particle-laden fluidized beds. 87 It was found, 
however, that these corrections were not very signifi- 
cant for liquid fractions less than 10%, which is the 
region where computations have been made thus far. 
The governing continuous-phase equations account 
for the volume occupied by liquid, which is straight- 
forward but not very important in the same regime. 
As noted earlier, the analysis allows for collisions 
using methods developed originally to describe 
processes in rain clouds. 163'164 

Initial conditions were specified across a plane near 
the injector, ca. x / d  = 10, during initial calculations 
with the dense-spray analysis, s7,~4s At this point it was 
assumed that all the liquid in the spray was broken up 
into drops having initial diameters given by the near- 
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injector estimate of the aerodynamic breakup 
analysis. This is not very realistic in view of the 
character of the churn flow region; therefore, more 
recent work has considered the presence of the liquid 
core, while ignoring the remaining portions of the 
churn-flow region. This was done by representing the 
core as a line source of drops having a length cor- 
related similar to Eq. (46) and shaped like a cone. 
Aerodynamic breakup theory was used to estimate 
drop diameters while mass conservation in the liquid 
core gave drop mass fluxes as a function of distance 
from the injector. While these are plausible ap- 
proximations, useful for considering potential effects 
of the liquid core, the approach is clearly not a 
complete representation of physical processes in the 
churn-flow region. 

The churn-flow region presents particular problems 
for separated flow analysis. In this region, the gas 
phase is initially the dispersed phase while the liquid 
is the dispersed phase near the end of the region. 
Thus, dispersed flow analysis, where transport within 
the dispersed phase is ignored, is not particularly 
convenient. 

Multiphase flows involving transitions from one 
dispersed phase to another are often best handled by 
the interpenetrating continua methods. 2l With this 
approach transport within each phase is considered so 
that the analysis proceeds smoothly through the 
variation of liquid volume fraction. The main 
problem with this approach is that interphase 
transport and processes, like turbulent dispersion, 
must be modeled. Nevertheless, application of the 
interpenetrating continua method to the churn-flow 
region of sprays deserves more attention than in the 
past. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Effects of finite interphase transport rates and 
turbulent dispersion were important in the dilute 
dispersed flows considered here; therefore, the LHF 
method, which ignores finite interphase transport 
rates and the DSF method, which ignores turbulent 
dispersion, were not very effective. 

2. The SSF method, which treats both finite inter- 
phase transport rates and dispersed-phase/turbulence 
interactions (using random walk computations for 
dispersed phase motion and transport) yielded en- 
couraging results for the present dilute dispersed 
flows. Flows considered included particle-laden gas 
jets, nonevaporating sprays, evaporating sprays, ul- 
tra-dilute combusting sprays, particle-laden liquid 
jets, noncondensing bubbly jets and condensing 
bubbly jets, which represents a wide variety of phase 
interactions and fluid properties. 

3. The conserved-scalar formalism and a relatively 
unsophisticated k-e-g turbulence model were used to 
estimate continuous-phase properties during present 
computations of dilute dispersed flows. This 

approach should be extended to consider anisotropic 
velocity fluctuations and correlations between density 
(mixture fraction) and velocity fluctuations, since 
evidence was found that dispersed-phase/turbulence 
interactions were influenced by these properties. 

4. Effects of turbulence modulation (modification 
of continuous-phase turbulence properties by the 
dispersed phase) were observed near regions of dense 
dispersed flow and in regions of dilute dispersed flows 
where relative velocities were comparable to con- 
tinuous-phase velocities. Current methods of estimat- 
ing effects of turbulence modulation are not well- 
developed and deserve further study. Properly 
treating finite relative velocities and differences 
between the scale of the energy-containing eddies of 
the continuous phase and turbulence scales in- 
troduced by the motion of the dispersed phase are 
particular concerns. 

5. Existing information on combusting dilute 
dispersed flows is very limited and more measure- 
ments are needed. For the non-premixed and ultra- 
dilute combusting sprays considered here, drops 
largely evaporated in regions where no oxidant was 
present. However, drops were observed to penetrate 
the flame zone; therefore, more theoretical and experi- 
mental information is needed concerning the initia- 
tion and stability of drop envelope flames for 
conditions representative of combusting sprays. 

6. Dense sprays involve irregular liquid elements 
(ligaments, etc.) and significant effects of collisions 
and breakup. The complexities of these phenomena 
limit prospects for the development of detailed 
separated flow analyses of dense sprays in the near 
future. Recent work, however, suggests that LHF 
analysis might be effective for estimating the mixing 
and turbulent dispersion properties of the dense-spray 
region of pressure atomized sprays, in spite of defi- 
ciencies noted earlier in dilute sprays. Additional 
measurements are needed to definitively evaluate this 
suggestion. 

7. Separated flow models incorporating features of 
stochastic analysis have been developed recently 
which are proving helpful in gaining a better under- 
standing of dense spray processes. Many elements of 
these models, however, have not been evaluated due 
to deficiencies in available measurements. Future 
progress in this area is very much contingent on 
expanding the limited data base currently available 
for testing new theory. 

In general, theoretical proposals to treat various 
aspects of sprays are far more numerous than meas- 
urements needed to evaluate these ideas and to 
highlight phenomena not yet considered in contem- 
porary analysis. Greater emphasis on measurements 
in sprays and related dispersed flows is clearly needed. 
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